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Heroes needed

Epilogue

Long ago, led by a brilliant thought and by the common sense as well, humans and dragons established a common force to keep the peace up between their races and on their lands. This force was called the 'Order of the Flame', and fulfilled it's duty for centuries.

But nothing lasts forever. The Order could not be destroyed by its enemies, but it could not defend itself from itself... what could be the good armour if death strikes from within? A member of the Order so-called Navaros started a war against his earlier allies.

In these times lived an assassin who was saved by a dragonrider of the Order - and this was the man who gave the assassin a new way life. Now Dortenne, the assassin, with Xerath the green dragon on her side, has finally left the Order and it's sacred ways to gain everlasting youth... In a dark age when the world is turned upside down, she chose to fight more or less, running from both sides, hoping only in her and in her bonded's abilities and skills... Fighting only for her own, seeking only the way to survive - which could easily turn out to be impossible... this was what she feared on her journey to the Crystal Sea with Morghus and Tokien, a dragon and it's rider, who chose the same of life as she did.

1.   Home, sweet home...

Dortenne felt displeased. Whatever Morghus said, that Crystal Sea must have been really far... or they were lost. They were flying for days now, and did not encounter anyone or anything. They have only seen sand, and they would have starved to death if they hadn't bought some supplies before.
"I think nor Morghus, nor Tokien knows where we are" she said to Xerath when they once landed.
"I think the same for two days now" the green dragon nodded "but they keep saying that everything is alright."
"Perhaps we should tell them that we want a closer site to see" Dortenne said.
"And you think they would change their mind" Xerath said while slowly shaking his head.
"Better idea?" Dortenne asked with a dark look. She hated when someone who had no better idea in the topic criticised her.
"No" Xerath said with a sigh "who tells them? You or me?"
"I guess we better go together. They would listen to us more closely." Dortenne suggested, and Xerath nodded.

"We are near indeed!" Morghus spoke half-begging.
"Yes, and we were near yesterday, and the day before, and the day before" Dortenne said, "do you know where are we going to?"
"We made this trip there many-many times,” Tokien said.
"And?" Dortenne asked.
"Something is not right here." Tokien said whilst taking a deep breath.
"What is not right? What is happening?" Dortenne asked... looking at Xerath she could see that the dragon was also getting worried.
"We should have been there a day or two ago,” Tokien said.
"And this is not the Crystal Sea, I guess" Dortenne replied with irony. They were in the middle of a desert.
"No, it is not" Morghus spoke "We could have not lost the path. I remember everything clearly... everything is where it should be. Expect one thing..."
"The Sea I guess" Xerath said.
"Yes, the Sea" Morghus said in a wondering voice, so Tokien added, "It seems that the sea... disappeared since our last visit here."
"The sea did what?!" Xerath and Dortenne asked together.
"It disappeared!" Tokien said "it should be here... but all the cities, the sea, the houses, the people... everyone and everything... disappeared. We were flying around for a day now you have noticed... I thought that I made a mistake and we flew to a wrong place, but not. I can remember the hills and the landscape. We are in the correct place... but this is not the place I left."
Dortenne's heart sank. She remembered the Dragon Temple's sight... the building with the dark sky above and the sound of the explosion... “I wonder what is happening here,” she thought. She thought that the event at the temple was unique, and only an experiment turned out bad... but she now feared that something bigger was in motion. “Something which can destroy Drakan” she thought and could feel her hopes shattering into pieces... if what Tokien and Morghus said was true, then something appeared which could destroy the Dragon Temple or this sea with all the surroundings... easily, hastily and efficiently. “And I doubt we or anyone could match him.”
"Any idea what to do now?" she asked.
"I don't know" Morghus said, "perhaps we should wait for other bonded to arrive."
"Yes, brilliant idea" Dortenne said with an ironic voice "they would be happy to see some riders who sold their dragons' souls! Imagine what would happen!"
"Since this is against the Order's written and unwritten laws, you don't need to much fantasy to imagine my and your fate then" Tokien added, and Morghus let out a sinister laugh.
"Great!" the black dragon said "Incredible! I am standing in a devastated land, facing a power which I haven’t even heard of - and the whole Order of Flame is in my back?!"
"Well, that's it" Tokien murmured loud enough for them to hear "we are outlaws now."
Morghus gave him a dark and hopeless look.
"We should meet Arokh then" he said, "perhaps he and Heron could--"
"You're brother and his bonded can do nothing" Tokien said in a stiff voice "even if they are one of the most honoured members, they can not change the Order's laws. Come on, Morghus... we will be still alive and young when all this will be nothing more than dust. Time is not a bloodlusty beast to us now... rather a harmless pet."
"In case we won't get killed till that" Morghus added.
"Sorry for interrupting but I think we better talk about something else" Xerath said.
"And about what if I may ask? What is more important than the Order chasing us--" Morghus shouted, but stopped when saw Xerath crashing one of their water cans... it was dry as a sandpit.
"I wonder how long will we last without water.,” the green dragon said.
"Yes, I thought that we will reach the sea soon" Tokien nodded "but I did not expect to arrive in a desert...! I did not brought too much water..."
"Just getting better!" Morghus shouted "what more can come?! Come on! Speak it out! What have you got still in store for me?!!"
“He is near to going mad”  Dortenne thought “I must do something... a raging dragon is not what I need at the moment.”
"Shut up, Morghus!" Tokien ordered, and the dragon felt silent. Tokien went on saying "It is no use crying now. You had better start thinking what should we do now!"
"I think we should" Xerath started, but was interrupted by a large thunderclap. Silence fell on them as they looked at the darkening sky, and soon they heard the rapid thunderbolts and lightning which lit the jet dark sky.

2.   Daytime night

"What the hell is this?" Dortenne shouted.
"I don't know" Xerath answered "but whatever this is, it does not seem to be friendly. Come, we better leave!"
Dortenne did not reply, just jumped onto the dragon and they took off. Looking down they saw Tokien and Morghus arguing.
"They chose the best moment to disagree!" Dortenne said angrily "Xerath, do you think we should try to help Tokien convince his dragon?"
"It is hard to fly in such wind" Xerath said, and Dortenne could feel that the dragon could hardly fly straight in the wind "but I try to get back to them."
Xerath tried to fly towards their mates against the wind, and could hardly move even if he tried flying with full power. Suddenly the wind's direction changed - to the opposite, so Xerath and Dortenne crashed into the sand as if they were bullets shot out.
"Not again!" Dortenne shouted "what are you, Xerath? A dragon or a missile?"
"Dortenne... can you feel this?" Xerath asked in a faint voice, and did not care with her taunt.
"What should I feel?" she asked.
"No wind... no wind blows down here! A real hurricane is up there, but not even a slight wind blows here...!"
Suddenly she realised that Xerath was right. “What is this?” she thought with fear. Then she looked at Morghus arguing with Tokien and said "Come on, Xerath! We have no time to loose!"
They reached the bonded in a few seconds.
"...and would you rather die here?" Tokien asked with rage... he was really upset.
"We will die anyway" Morghus replied half-laughing "it won't make any matter..."
"Tokien!" Dortenne shouted "what's on with you? We must go!"
"I would" Tokien said "but he is completely useless now" and pointed his hand at Morghus, who started to jerk. Dortenne realised what happened... she has seen this a few times before. Morghus was completely taken over by his fears, and this paralysed him... she knew that it would take a while for him to recover, but she knew that they do not have much time now.
"Morghus!" Xerath shouted "come on! We must move on!"
"Go on if you want" Morghus said while grinning toothily "but I stay here. I am fed up. I quit."
Dortenne would have liked to say something unpleasant, but suddenly the thunder stopped. The land was in total silence.
"What is this now?" Tokien whispered.
"Dortenne..." Xerath said slowly "we must leave! NOW!"
Looking at the green dragon Dortenne knew that even Xerath was in panic now, and she understood him... but she received an assassin training. She knew how to fight with her fears, so she wanted to see what they were facing.
"No, Xerath" Dortenne shook her head "would you leave Morghus here?"
"No, but I would also not die with him" Xerath said while breathing loudly. He started to look around, again and again, then said "High skies... what is this now...?"
"What's wrong?" Dortenne asked angrily. She got bored of the scared dragons.
"This sound...!" Xerath whispered. Dortenne and Tokien listened carefully... they could not hear anything.
"He is only hallucinating" Dortenne whispered to Tokien.
"Maybe... but dragons have much more keen senses than us. Perhaps we will hear that soon." Tokien replied.
But they heard nothing.
"Xerath-" Dortenne said, but her dragon suddenly groaned.
"Bah! This can't be!" he shouted "no!"
"What's wrong with you?" Dortenne asked, now beginning to really worry.
"Look at Morghus too" Tokien whispered to her, and looking at the black dragon she saw that Morghus was singing faintly with closed eyes, hitting the ground with his tail in some kind of a rhythm.
“We should have never came here! But I won't stay here too long! Once Xerath will be ready to fly, I will take off and never come back!”. She was scared of what was happening there... she has never seen dragons acting this way.
"Gnnnn" Xerath said while shaking his head "Dortenne, I care not what you say. I leave from here!"
"What happened to you?" she asked.
"I heard... a voice. It was charming... but... I don't know why... it seemed to be harmful" Xerath said "Dortenne, have no doubt, whatever happened to the dragons, humans or whatever living here will happen to us soon! And I don't want to learn what happened to them!"
"Me neither" she said "Tokien, mount Morghus and leave with us!"
"And how could I do it?" Tokien said, and Morghus stood up, now singing at the top of his voice.
"This was that song...!" Xerath said, and both Dortenne's and Tokien's heart sank.
"So my dragon is under someone else's control" Tokien whispered then shouted "Go! Wait for me not!"
"No" Dortenne replied "not without you!"
"Dortenne, I have deep fears about this plac--" Xerath said when suddenly strong blew at them. They had to close their eyes since sand filled the air. The air cleared in moments.
"This was unfriendly" Dortenne said.
"What the hell is this?" Tokien said while he looked at something white, which appeared in front of him. It was covered with some sand but the wind blew the sand off from it.
"Let's see it" Xerath said and pulled it off. It was a dragon's skull... they stood paralysed with fear. Xerath opened his mouth to shout, but no sound left him. He suddenly threw the bone away, and started to shake... then shouted "I go!! With or without you, but I go!"
"Me too!" Dortenne said and jumped on Xerath "Tokien, take care of yourself!"
Tokien nodded and sat down. He wondered what he could do in this accursed place, alone or accompanied by his mad dragon. Suddenly Xerath rose his head and said "That sound again!! and it is coming closer!". And now could both Dortenne and Tokien hear it. It was a low toned sound... and it became louder and louder.
"There it comes!" Morghus said with a faint sneer and started to roll on the ground. It seemed that he was enjoying the situation.
Looking in the distance they could see something moving... something big. Suddenly Dortenne realised that the whole horizon was moving towards them...
"The sea...! it comes back!" Xerath whispered, and took off like an arrow shot from a bow.
"Wait!" Dortenne shouted moments later when she began to recover from the shock "what about Morghus and Tokien?"
"What about us?" Xerath asked then added "what could we do to save them? I cannot carry all the three of you in the same time!"
Dortenne looked down at Tokien, then at Morghus who now stood still and began to laugh sinisterly with the top of his voice, and then started to sing again. Suddenly they saw something which froze the blood in their hearts... a wave with enormous sizes came towards them.
"Higher, Xerath, higher!" Dortenne shouted but the dragon did not need any commands to do that. A moment later the wave splashed on the ground.
"This wind... I cannot really fly here!" Xerath shouted while he tried to make his best to stay in air.
"Move towards that hill!" Dortenne said, pointing her arm at a rock hill not too far from them. Xerath tried hard, but he could only make it slowly. They were near, when suddenly Dortenne heard thunder, which almost deafened her, and she only saw white light. Suddenly she felt as if she was dying, pain rushed through her body... she almost fell off from the dragon, which almost fell into the water beneath them.
"Thunder!" Xerath hissed "ahh, I can feel myself dying right here..."
"Keep on!" Dortenne shouted, but suddenly she heard another thunder, and the world went dark for her. She felt herself falling down and then hitting her back into something stiff. Lying on the ground she saw nothing but darkness, and could clearly hear Morghus' loud and sinister laughter with his song, which suddenly stopped when the wave splashed on the ground... and then she only heard the thunders which started to strike again. “The end... not the one I imagined.”. Running out of the remains of her stamina and power, she lost her consciousness.

3.   After the storm

"Wake up! Wake up..!" she heard a voice. She browsed her memory who it could have been... she got it. It was Xerath. She opened her eyes, and saw the green dragon looking at her.
"What happened?" she asked and slowly sat up.
"I don't know" the green dragon shook his head. Dortenne looked around... only the hill which they were on could have been seen. Everything else was covered with water.
"The Crystal Sea" Xerath said "now I know that I did not really wanted to see it."
Dortenne nodded... and suddenly a thought blasted into her mind.
"Tokien!" she shouted.
"They are dead" Xerath said on a low voice "I have seen how they ended. Tokien looked at the ground while Morghus kept on singing... and the wave covered them. Since then I could not hear the black dragon's voice... and I could not see them."
Dortenne punched the ground with her hand... she looked at the direction where she last saw their mates, but she could only see water. “Ageslessness. It really proved to be useful to them... and me? Will I ever need this ability? or will fate take me down before?”
"So we are alone now." Xerath sighed.
"How are you?" she asked.
"Bad. I was hit by two thunders yesterday... but luckily I did not faint like you. If I would, we would also be dead now. I dragged you upwards this hill" the dragon said. She nodded again... she did not wanted to speak. She felt terribly sorry for the other two... and felt worried for herself.
"The storm which got us yesterday must have been an unnatural one" Xerath said "It was so... unreal? Like an arranged one... I have seen many storms, but not like this. And those winds.."
"Perhaps this is the reason why did everyone flee from here or die here" Dortenne said "this is why this place is so deserted." “And that dragon whose skull we found? It could not flee... like Morghus. I wonder what affected them... a song. But how? and why?”
"And now what?" Xerath asked.
"Guess one. I mount you and you fly away." Dortenne replied.
"Sorry, but that won't work" Xerath said "I can hardly move now. Those two electrical hits yesterday set my muscles on edge... I can hardly make swift movements, I can only move slowly. And flying with slowly is no good..."
"So we are trapped here" Dortenne said almost crying. She did not wanted to believe such things can happen.
"It seems so" Xerath said "it also seems that we will die here as well. By starvation" he added in a worrying voice.
"Starvation?" Dortenne asked with widened eyes "What about the fishes? we are near a sea, aren't we?"
"Wake up now!" Xerath shouted as loud as he could "Look up! Do you see any birds? No. Look into the water... there aren't any fishes! No animals or living beings are here...! Expect us. Everyone and everything fled from here, only we were the fools who came to this forsaken land!!"
Dortenne covered her face with her hands. She was near to panic and was also near to cry. She could hardly think now.
"I think I start to sleep" she said. She could not do anything with reality, so she retreated into her mind... into her dreams.
Xerath looked at the sleeping woman... he sighed. He could still hear that song... it was so charming. But suddenly he could hear the same song sang by Morghus when the dragon was flooded with water... and then the deep, ominous silence... Xerath knew that Morghus paid with his life for listening to that song and letting himself being controlled by it. He shook his head. He would have liked to be in his cave again, sleeping and not caring with anything... and not knowing about this nightmare. Then he looked up at the blue sky... he sighed. "Goodnight" he said, and fell asleep.

A day later

Dortenne felt like dying. She knew that she was starving... sometimes her sight blurred. She looked at Xerath... the green dragon started to lick his mouth. She knew that her mate was imaging some kind of food... she shook her head. Suddenly Xerath bit the ground and started to chew the rocks, but he spit them out soon.
"Ah, this is indeed terrible" the dragon said.
"Gather all what you still have and fly with me" Dortenne said.
"I can't..!" Xerath sighed and shook his head.
"I know that you are weak and still slow-moving" Dortenne replied "but what do you want to do? Starve to death?"
Xerath looked at Dortenne and said "We cannot even see the end of this sea. How do you suppose flying over it then? We will fell into the sea... and drowning is as bad as starving to death."
"Maybe we will fall into the sea" Dortenne nodded "but here we will surely starve to death!"
Xerath sighed and said "Right. Jump on."
Dortenne was about to stand up to mount the green dragon when suddenly the hill began to move beneath them. “What now? Didn't we suffer enough already?”
The hill began to collapse. She tried to reach Xerath, but suddenly the rocks on which she stood fell into the water. She gasped for air, but only drank water... she hastily took it to the surface, and took a deep breath. She felt safe... for a moment. While choking water she realised that she was feeling as if she was still drowning... she wondered why. Suddenly she got it. “Xerath!” Looking around she could not see the dragon anywhere... “dragons cannot swim! He must be underwater... and probably he will be finished soon!”. She shook her head. She did not wanted this to happen, and decided to not let fate do this with her. She took the deepest breath she could, and dived underwater. She looked around... she noticed the green dragon. It looked at her... and when she caught Xerath's sight, she shivered. The dragon's wing got stuck under a rock, so it was trapped underwater. “I wonder how long can Xerath last... I must do something!”. She quickly swam to the rock on her dragon's wing, but realised that she cannot move it. Xerath tried to pull his wing out, but also failed... suddenly the dragon shook his head. Dortenne knew that Xerath gave up... he could not make it any longer. “So I survived yesterday to die like this today. How thriving...”  Led by his life-instinct, Xerath opened his mouth... and suddenly the ground opened below them with a great noise. Water began to pour into the cave, and both Dortenne and Xerath was thrown below the surface by the tidal wave.

4.    Deeper and deeper

Dortenne opened her eyes. She could hardly see anything... looking around she realised that she was in a cave. “Where I am? What can this place be?”  She got no answer. Suddenly she heard a loud choking... she noticed Xerath not too far from her. She walked to the dragon.
"Seems that we will not enjoy the sunshine too much now" she said.
Xerath choke and answered "I had enough of beaches... I had enough of water!"
"Me too" Dortenne said "did you make it in one piece?". She could only feel that something was wrong, but she could discern what.
"More or less" Xerath said "I am still hungry... and my wing is torn bad. I doubt I will able to fly... but I don't think I would need to fly in such a cave."
"Do you have a guess where can we be?" Dortenne asked.
"No" Xerath shook his head "I don't know."
Dortenne looked around... the fate smiled upon them. They were lucky. The cave which they were now in was near to the surface, and the water broke into it when Xerath was about to drown.
"Do you think this cave will last for a while?" Dortenne asked.
Xerath looked at dust and rocks, which now blocked the water's way, then said  "I don't think".
"We better get moving then" Dortenne said, and started to walk. Xerath followed him... Dortenne thought that the dragon will be faster than her, but Xerath was even slower. She had to stop at each tenth step to wait for him.
"Could you hurry up?" she asked.
"I wish that you had such a wing and you would know how it feels to walk in such a narrow cave!" Xerath hissed.
Dortenne realised that the dragon could not close his wounded wing, and Xerath had to watch for his wing not to hit the wall, since that could make the wound worse.
"Okay, okay, I said nothing" she said, and they suddenly heard "Akemi! Akemi itsu... relefleg!"

Dortenne drew her sword and Xerath took a few steps back. They did not make any movements further... they stood ready to fight but did not really wanted to battle.
"How far are we from the point where we entered this thing?" Dortenne whispered.
"Not too far... ten or twenty meters maximum" Xerath replied.
"Any idea what we are facing?" Dortenne asked.
"According to his voice, I have no idea what he can be" the dragon said "be careful with him."
Dortenne nodded. “Be careful...! and what will you do while I am fighting, you lazy reptile?!” Her nerves were set on edge. She carefully walked to the place where she thought the being to be... she could not see it. Suddenly a torch lit the area... and a one meter tall, long bearded man with long hair looked questioningly at her.
"What the--" Dortenne said while she took a step back "what are you?"
"Hmm... he seems to be a dwarf" Xerath said from meters behind Dortenne.
"A dwarf?" she asked on an unbelieving voice.
"Ekit ez mitur?" the dwarf asked.
"What?" she asked, and looking at Xerath who shook his head she realised that even the dragon did not speak this language.
"Griter fregveri?" the dwarf asked again, and Xerath shook his head again.
"Words I did not even heard before" the dragon said on a low toned voice.
"Me neither" Dortenne admitted, then said to the dwarf "Speak a normal language!"
"What you be?" the dwarf asked. “He speaks my language a bit... oh well. I wonder if he understood what I said to Xerath...”
"I am Dortenne, a dragonrider." she said.
"You no dragon. He dragon" the dwarf said and pointed his finger at Xerath "but you no dragon."
"I am indeed not a dragon! I am dragonRIDER!" she said half shouting.
"I said! You no dragon!" the dwarf replied, and sat down.
Dortenne was just about go berserk.
"What are you?" she asked. She got no answer, but question again.
"What does dragon in cave our?" the dwarf asked.
"We are lost" Dortenne sighed.
"You no dragon!" the dwarf shouted "I ask dragon!"
“Why didn't you start with this, you little one-meter tall dragonfan?!”
"Searching for food and running for my life" Xerath said.
"Food?" the dwarf asked while blood ran out of his face. “He thinks that Xerath meant that he would be his food!”
Xerath thought that the dwarf did not understand the word 'food', so he clapped his teeth, acting as if he was eating. The dwarf nearly fainted.
"Xerath, stop!" Dortenne shouted, and the dragon gave her a odd look. He did not understand what the problem was. Looking at the dwarf again could Dortenne realise that he was bleeding. “He is injured.... I should help him. Perhaps he knows a way out.”
She walked to the dwarf and was about to take him up, when the little man drew a knife and said "No!"
Dortenne hesitated for a moment, not knowing what to do, then had an idea. She pointed her finger at Xerath and said to the dwarf "Food!". The dwarf looked horrified at the dragon, and Dortenne said "Xerath! Lick your mouth!"
Xerath gave an even dumber face, having no idea why to do it, but he started. The dwarf let out some silent sentences and Dortenne would have bet that he was praying. Finally the dwarf said "Right. You take. I surrender."
She took the dwarf up... he was really heavy. “I wonder what armour he wears... it must be thick.”. She placed the dwarf on Xerath, and started to walk forward again. The dwarf closed his eyes when he saw that Dortenne takes him the dragon, and only opened his eyes when he realised that he was sitting on the best. He looked around, yelled one, and then kept silent, but smiled.
"So not only your kind likes riding a dragon" Xerath said.
"I really hope that your co-rider knows where can we leave this place" Dortenne murmured to Xerath, and the dragon said "I really hope that too."
They walked on.

A quarter hour later

Dortenne was only walking because she now lacked the power even to stop her legs. Xerath was following her with closed eyes, being only led by the sound of her movement. They were exhausted, hungry and torn.
"Waiter! That's it. Give me the bill! I pay." Dortenne said and collapsed. She sat up with a groan, but could not stand. Xerath nearly stepped on her, and the dragon lied down to the ground.
"Well, we will not get drowned... rather die in a labyrinth" the dragon said not lacking some irony.
"Yeah" Dortenne nodded.
"Why stop? No stop! Walk! Exit near! Others near! help near." the dwarf said, and Dortenne and Xerath looked at each other.
"I can't move" the dragon cried.
"Stop complaining and get moving!" Dortenne said "If he is right, we want to give up near to the end!"
Xerath sighed and started to walk as Dortenne did.

They were walking for almost an hour and finally collapsed almost lifelessly. Xerath looked at Dortenne who gave the dwarf a hopeless look when the little man said "Whoops! I got lost? Ehe, sorry!" and he ran out from their sight.
"If I could move, I would kill him!" Xerath said "I am hungry anyway."
"I wish him our fate" Dortenne said.
"Don't be so cruel" Xerath said with a smile, and then groaned. Then the dragon closed its eyes and it's head fell onto the ground with a thud. Dortenne looked at the weary body near her... she sighed. Lacking the power to move and knowing that she has no chance to do anything, she kept sitting back to a wall until her sight blurred... and she lost her consciousness.

5.   Caves

She could feel water pouring down onto her. She opened her eyes... she was surrounded by a dozen dwarves. She slowly sat up, and looking around she could see that the one she saved was on the dragon's back again.
"So you are the human intruder" a dwarf said while nodding "who can I greet?"
"I am Dortenne" she said on a faint voice "rider of that dragon."
The dwarf looked at Xerath who looked like as if he was sleeping.
"He is tuckered out well." the dwarf said flatly.
"And me too" Dortenne sighed "we were about to starve to death, then we nearly drowned, and now we die in this labyrinth." then added "I am beginning to get used to such things..."
"Is he wild?" the dwarf asked still looking at Xerath.
"He is totally harmless unless I want to make him go raging" Dortenne said "but I had rather if you would help us or leave us die alone."
"We were cut off from our mainland... our caves caved in during the storm yesterday. Our men are working hard, but can not dig fast enough... I must admit that we are running out of supplies." the dwarf said and looked at Dortenne, who was about to say "then be gone..” Then the dwarf nodded "But alright. We save you and your noble beast. Here... eat."
She was given some half-fried meat and some kind of stiff bread, but she did not care with the quality of her meal. She was happy to have something to eat... during this, the dwarves woke Xerath up with pouring water on him, and also gave him something to eat. Dortenne grinned toothily as she saw that the dragon did not get much more food than her.
"This was only good to make me a good appetite!" the dragon cried.
"Sorry, but we have nothing more. If we could dig out this cave... but we can't" the dwarf said and shook his head.
Dortenne nodded. She realised that in this case her life was not saved, but she has only evaded death for a while. She lied back to the wall. She touched the cold stone... and could feel that it was limestone. She wondered how could the dwarves not dig it fast enough, since it wasn't a too stiff material, but looking at their size she could realise the reason for their low speed. “Ahh, if they would have a machine... a big digging machine”. She looked at Xerath... then at the dragon's sharp claws... and got an idea.
"How far is this digging-site from us?" she asked.
"Not really far" the dwarf said "almost one hundred and seventy steps away. Why?"
"Wake up, Xerath, we can save ourselves!" she said, and the dragon gave her an unbelieving look.
"You will dig us out from here" she whispered to the dragon, which gave her an unbelieving look, then sighed and said "As you wish."

The dwarves ran out from Xerath's way. Soon the cave ended before them.
"This is it" the dwarf said "but be gone with your beast. Hold us not up... time is our biggest enemy!"
"Well, since we are in the same bout,  we help you" Dortenne said, and turned to Xerath "show how sharp talons have you got!"
Xerath murmured something and gathered all the power he had. Then he started to scratch the stone, and soon made a narrow, circle shaped tunnel. He was doing this for minutes, and then suddenly collapsed. The dwarves and Dortenne ran after her... the dragon was gasping for air. Dortenne could feel how bad Xerath was... she looked at the dwarves who began to dig on, and suddenly they entered a bigger room. Dortenne felt almost relived when she heard "Oh, Mother Earth! Another cave-in...". Her heart sank. “So it was a useless effort. I am sorry, Xerath... I hoped I would save us.”
The dwarf approached them. He looked at the gasping dragon, then at Dortenne and said "I must thank you for what you have done for us... we would have never reached this room. Too bad that there was another cave-in which we did not know about... it seems that the coal-mining shift collapsed."
Dortenne nodded... and suddenly the word 'coal' blasted into her mind as a cannonball.
"How long is that shift is?" she asked.
"It is not really long" the dwarf said "but both my men and your dragon are obviously too tired now to dig. And without digging this out will we never be noticed by the others..."
“Coal. It burns. Maybe I will burn us to death... but I don't want to sit only and watch as I die. I must try...!”
"Tell your men to flee from there!" she said. The dwarf gave her a surprised look, but ordered his men back. Dortenne kicked Xerath's head and shouted into his ear "WAKE UP! I NEED YOU!".
"I...can't...I...am...weeak...too...weak..." the dragon whispered.
"Should we dig this direction?" Dortenne asked the dwarf who nodded.
“I hope that a concentrated blast of flame will be enough... it has to be.”
"Okay, Xerath, take a deep breath! Breathe in....deeply...deeply...that's it!" she shouted "now breathe fire!"
She grabbed Xerath's head and aimed with it at the specified direction. Xerath soon let out a long beam of flame, burning the coal and making a hole in it. Dortenne felt relived to see that something shone at the other end of the burning hole... and suddenly heard a crack. She looked up. The wooden beams caught fire and were burning down. She realised that this meant that this room would cave in soon, maybe in minutes... and looking at Xerath she knew that they couldn’t leave in minutes. “At least I tried it”  she thought...suddenly a rock fell on her and the world went dark.

6.    A new nation

Dortenne awoke... looking around she found herself in a small room, lying on an uncomfortable bed. “I wonder where I am... and I wonder where Xerath is”. She could not feel the pain as sharp as she felt it before... but she could still notice that the dragon was wounded. But she also felt hunger... and she noticed the pile of bread and the meat on the table in front of her. She did not hesitate to eat them all. She felt as if she never felt better. She was quite rested, she was not hungry, and she did not had to fear of drowning. She checked her armour and her sword... both were in place in good condition. Then she touched her aching head... she knew that a rock hit her hard. Suddenly the door of her room opened and a dwarf came in. “So it is not a dream... it is reality... hard to believe”  and she smiled slightly.
"Good to see that you are now awake, human" he said.
"I rather like being called Dortenne not 'human'" she said "by the way, who are you? and where am I?"
"I am Eter. I am sometimes called 'the Elder' as well... I am the leader of this ancient dwarf city, Dalanth. You are in our ancestral homeland, Dortenne... for you, this means that you are far below the ground on which you have lived since this." the dwarf said on a calm voice.
"So I am below the ground" Dortenne replied "oh well... it is much better here then above anyway. Where is my dragon?"
"Your noble beast sleeps in a bigger room, not far from here." the dwarf said.
"Noble beast" Dortenne repeated the words she heard "why don't you say 'dragon'? Why 'noble beast'? I just can't understand it."
"Yes, our way of thinking is often too difficult for outlanders" Eter said with a smile "but the answer is simple. They are noble because of their natural nature... they protected as long as we lived on the surface, of course, for an exact price, which was mainly making caves for them. We admired their power and their will to protect us from our enemies."
"And the beast? It does not sound like an admired creature." Dortenne said.
"Here they are different. The local dragons behave in a totally different way. They are very aggressive... and they always have lust for blood." Eter said.
“Interesting. Morghus said he was here many times... how could it be that he did not knew about these dragons? Or he simply did not want me and Xerath to know about them?”
"This is why they are 'noble beasts'... we do remember their deeds in the past but we will never forget the things they have done to us lately." Eter went on "But they other strange habits as well... the most strange of all these is the thing we call 'dragon-cry'".
"Dragon-cry?" Dortenne said "I have never heard of it."
"It is simple" Eter said flatly "and it is unique. Only the dragons around here do this... imagine a dragon singing!"
Although she did not show it, Dortenne's heart sank. This reminded her Morghus... she wondered what this could be.
"They start to sing for a reason we do not know" Eter said "but all of them do it. When many dragons are near, you can hear a whole choir of them singing... but I must warn you: if you hear this, run! When a dragon sings, it always go berserk... just as if they wouldn't be aggressive enough anyway."
“So all the dragons here do this... but why? And how can it be that Xerath could resist it?”
"I want to speak to my dragon" Dortenne said "as fast as possible."
"Yes, Dortenne" the dwarf said "come. I will lead you to him."

They crossed a short hall and entered a big room. It was really not far, rather very close. Xerath was lying on some kind of dust, which seemed to be sand, but had red colour.
"I leave you with him... and I have other things to do as well then speaking with you." Eter said and left. Dortenne walked to the dragon... she wondered how could she wake him. She tried shouting into his ears, but Xerath did not react... so Dortenne had to try harder. She walked to the wall of the room and kicked into it with full power... she could feel as if her fingers would broke. Suddenly Xerath hissed.
"So you woke up at least." Dortenne said.
"I did" the dragon replied, and did not care with anything since he saw food in front of him... a whole pile of meat and of bread. Xerath hastily began to eat.
"I have heard something... annoying" Dortenne said.
Xerath did not reply, but he could not do it even if he wanted to, since his mouth was full of food at that moment... but he showed much more interest to the food than to Dortenne.
"Many dragons live here as I heard... and they are bloodthirsty dragons..." Dortenne said "and they’re singing is their most unique mark."
Xerath was just swallowing a half-bread when he heard the word 'singing', and he started to choke immediately.
"So it means that something big and perhaps unfriendly is lurking around here" Dortenne said while looking into Xerath's eyes. The dragon seemed to forget about his hunger.
"Something big enough to affect all the dragons here" he said "hard to imagine... but I experienced that on my own self."
"What was it like?" Dortenne asked.
"I don't know how to explain" Xerath replied "I have never felt anything like that. It was like... a charming voice singing in my head...  but... I don't know. Something made me fear from that voice. Something... warned me. Warned me what will happen if I listen to the song... and you can see what would have happened. Poor Morghus..."
"How did you sense that it is harmful?" Dortenne asked.
"It was not me" Xerath shook his head "it was a second voice which I heard... also singing a song."
"It was me" a dwarf in a red cloak said as he entered the room.

"Who are you?" Dortenne asked. Both she and Xerath looked at the little man.
"I am Kairen, a mage serving the Elder. I was up on the ground when I saw you... and I realised what was happening to you when your black mate started to sing. I realised that you are from the same race which saved us many-many years ago... so I tried to protect you from the song which must influence the dragons living nearby." the mage explained.
"You were the second voice then" Xerath said.
"I was" the dwarf nodded.
"What happened to my friends?" Dortenne asked.
"Your black dragon friend and his rider felt under the control of that song" Kairen said "but they have died now. I have seen the scene... the dragon went mad because of the song, and started to sing it loudly as all dragons do here. But he did not notice the wave coming towards him... he was washed off by the water returning. He has to be dead now."
"So you say that you could disrupt this 'song' with a spell you cast" Xerath said slowly while thinking "perhaps we could seek and then destroy this song's caster. That should take care of this nightmare."
"It is not a spell that can be cast" Kairen shook his head "but can be disrupted. We do not know why or how did this thing occur - but we are living here for many centuries now, and dragons here always acted in this strange and unusual way. And no spell casters live for centuries, even the most skilled ones cannot do that."
Xerath nodded. He did  not know just guessed that this was true.
"And how could it be disrupted?" Dortenne asked.
"It is not too easy to do" Kairen replied "a mage must warn the reptile of the sad future which can encounter him."
"And how can this be done?" Dortenne asked... she would have really liked to know Xerath in safety.
Instead of answering, Kairen drew some kind of drawing into the air with his fingers, and suddenly a shining blue line show the thing in the air... Xerath and Dortenne were astonished. They have never seen such things before... Kairen stood still, looking at Xerath.
"Hehey" the dragon said while smiling "here he is again... how do you do this?"
"A spell of us dwarves" the little man said.
"Could I do the same?" Dortenne asked.
"No" Kairen shook his head "you are not capable of conjuring this way."
"Then teach me how to do it!" Dortenne said... she was amazed by what she has seen, and wanted to learn more about this.
"Normally I would refuse you with only one word" Kairen said "but I will not do this with the saviour of many of my race. Right... since you have proved that you value us, I am willing to show you a few tricks."
Dortenne grinned toothily and asked "When can I begin?"
"Now if you are ready" the dwarf mage said.
"Good" she replied "let's go then!"
Xerath opened his mouth to say something, but the noise of the crowd from outside made him to ask "What is this?"
"A caravan arrived I guess" Kairen said "they usually bring quite valuable things so our men and women wait them anxiously."
"A caravan? Here?" Dortenne asked with widened eyes... she could hardly believe that any sane-minded person would come down here by his own will... but suddenly realised that she nearly did the same.
"Weapon traders" Kairen said and added "elves."
"Elves" Dortenne replied slowly "they must expect a good business to risk coming down here."
"There is no risk for them coming down here" Kairen said "we and the elves make a good neighbourhood. The elves give us weapons and other crafted goods, and we supply them with minerals. A deal good for both of us."
"Kairen, are you here?" a voice asked, and an elf came into the room.

"Erien arf!" the elf said when he saw Xerath who stared at him, then asked  "What did he say?"
"He is just quite surprised to see a dragon here" Kairen said flatly "but I am too busy to talk about business right now.".
"I am indeed surprised!" the elf said "you dwarves have lost your minds! To bring such a beast into your city...! Have you forgot what these reptiles are capable doing of? Or did you simply grew bored of peace and safety?"
"He is peaceful and already saved a mining team who got cut-off from us during the storm" Kairen said, and the elf took a few steps towards Xerath.
"Hmm, so you are not like the other dragons... are you a renegade?" the elf asked. This word filled Dortenne with sadness... “Although he does not know of it, he is right. We are renegades... I only wonder if it was worth it to betray the Order to gain an everlasting life... I doubt I will long enough to need that” and Morghus reappeared in her mind.
"No, I am not a renegade dragon" Xerath said while shaking his head "all dragons are the same where I came from."
"Ahh, from where you came from!" the elf said with gleaming eyes "I like exploring also. Did you come from far away?"
"It took weeks of flying" Xerath said... he did not really wanted to discover his true origin. He did not know what experiences of those places these nations had...
"Weeks! with flying...!" the elf whispered astonished "And why did you come here?"
"We fled from our enemies" Dortenne said hastily seeing that Xerath had no idea what to say "but we got into a storm here... and our two friend got killed in it. Then we made it into a cave with some luck, and the dwarves have told the story from then."
"Yes, I have heard a story of a dragon appearing here" the elf nodded "but I did not really believed in it. Hmm... what is your name, dragon?"
Dortenne bit her lips to not say anything... she was getting really upset. “Everyone cares mainly about Xerath... but I was the one who saved him as well! I am also here, you wicked elf!”
"I am Xerath and she is my rider, Dortenne" the green dragon said "Who can I greet in you?"
"I am Erolth... hired defender of this caravan, a fighter-trainer otherwise." the elf said "Dragon, could you do a favour for me?"
"It sets me up being called 'dragon' or 'beast' or such... call me on my name if I can ask" Xerath said "what would that favour be?"
"Could I ask you to carry me out?" the elf asked.
"To carry you out?? Why?" Xerath asked... he saw no reason for doing that.
"I would really like to see my mates' faces when they see me riding a dragon" the elf said "right, drag-- erm, Xerath?"
Xerath looked at Dortenne, then said "Since my rider will be away for a while and I have nothing to do... oh well, that costs me nothing."
Dortenne felt a bit relived... she did not wanted to leave her dragon alone. She did not knew why, but she thought that someone should always be near Xerath... “Who knows when that song will try again to charm him?”.
The elf grinned toothily and jumped on Xerath, but lost his stability on the thick scales and landed on the floor. Xerath could hardly hold back his laughter and said "Try to be a bit more careful. How do you want to ride on me if you cannot even get on me?"
"I am trying, I am trying, believe me" the elf said, and jumped up on Xerath again, but this time he could sat on the dragon's neck. But he was again on the floor again when Xerath stood up.
"Slower a bit if I can make a suggestion" Erolth said while standing up.
"More slower? I thought even this will be too slow..." Xerath said and sighed. Dortenne smiled slightly seeing this, but could not speculate further since Kairen whispered to her "It's time to go. You have much to learn.". She nodded and followed the dwarf who went out from the room.

7.    Some new arts

They crossed some doors, and suddenly found themselves in front of a small door.
"Step in" Kairen said, opened the door and went in.
“I'd rather say 'crouch in'’” Dortenne thought while crouching through the small door. The room inside was not a too big one, but at least Dortenne could stand up. She noticed that the ceiling was not really far from her head. “I better remember this or I will have a really bad headache.”
"Did you ever worked with magic?" Kairen asked her.
"I have seen magic before" Dortenne answered "but not like the one you have used."
"Yes, I know that humans are quite good in elemental magic" the dwarf nodded "but our magic is different."
"How different?" Dortenne asked... she was beginning to have a serious hunger for knowledge.
"Have you ever heard of runes?" Kairen asked.
"No, never" Dortenne replied. She felt a bit hopeless to know that her assassin training will not be able to help her now.
"Well, our magic is rune magic" Kairen started explaining "it is totally different from elemental magic. First of all, you must know that there are two ways of rune magic. The first is the way we use it, called the 'White pearl'. Instead of elemental magic’s where you create unnatural things, our magic only manipulates the environment surrounding us."
"And what does the other rune magic do?" Dortenne asked.
"The other is called the 'Black pearl', but it is only different from our magic in the way of working. But to discuss this you must know how this works. In our magic we use runes to cast spells or to manipulate things. Runes are letters which you create. There are two types of them: the assigned and the created runes. Their difference is in their creation: while created runes refers to an object imagined in your mind, assigned runes refer to a real object."
"What are these runes good for?" Dortenne asked again.
"Do not interrupt me if I can ask" Kairen said "I will tell you everything you need to know. Where was I... oh, yes, the runes. So runes are the basics of our magic.  As I said, we manipulate the environment. Well, we use runes to do this, and this is where the difference between the Black and White pearl appears. When I cast a spell, I create a rune, which indicates the object on which the spell will work. Then I create the rune, which shows the thing, which I want to get as the consequence of the spell. This way I only have to know the target and the result of the spell. The Black pearl is the opposite of this: you make runes which indicate the spell's effect and then you create the rune which indicates the spell's target. Looking from this point, the Black pearl is a bit more like to the elemental magic’s, but this is only a slight commodity."
"So I only have to make a rune for the thing I cast the spell on and then the end?" Dortenne asked surprised... it seemed to be really easy. Too easy.
"Well, this is the basic as I said... but it is really hard to create runes. And you need lots of practice to be able to keep your spell working. A well-trained and experienced mage using the White pearl can make spells which can last for days while an inexperienced mage can cast a spell which will only last for a moment or for less." Kairen said "So we better speed up. Although I fear that you may miss basics, I will now begin to show you how to create a really simple rune."
"What's this haste?" Dortenne asked surprised.
"I have to go soon... so I don't have many time to teach you. You learn here as much as you can, and then you will have to learn on your own." Kairen said.
"Ohh" Dortenne sighed "let's move then."
Kairen took a stone into his hand and draw a something on it with his finger, and suddenly a blue drawing appeared on the stone for a moment.
"This rune now refers to this stone in my hand" Kairen explained. Dortenne grabbed a stone and drew something, but nothing happened.
"Nah, nah, nah" Kairen said "do you create your own letters in your alphabet?"
Dortenne shook her head and realised what was wrong. Kairen drew a drawing into the air again, and suddenly Dortenne saw many pictures in her mind.
"These are the runes which can be used" Kairen said "do never forget them! But as I know the effects of my spell, you will not be able to forget them soon. And one more thing... these runes are the keys to the rune magic. Never ever tell them to anyone!"
Dortenne tried again. Drawing the first, Y shaped picture from her mind on the stone, she saw the blue drawing appear and fade.
"Good. Now your rune refers to that stone." Kairen said "now you have to name the thing which the stone have to turn into. See that bottle on the shelf behind you? Look at it carefully."
Dortenne looked at the empty bottle and tried to write it into her memory.
"Good. Now draw a rune into the air while imaging the bottle" Kairen explained, and Dortenne closed her eyes. She remembered the bottle and the runes as well... she drew the last, H shaped rune and when she opened her eyes, she held a bottle in her hand instead of stone.
"My god!!" she whispered "It works!". But as she said these words, the bottle changed back into the stone.
"Your first spell worked, no matter if only for seconds" Kairen said "you learn quick and you are intelligent. Good, it seems that my idea to train you was born under a good constellation. Fear not, apprentice, you will soon learn how to keep your spells working for longer time. But now will you learn how to make created runes. It is not too different but sometimes a bit more difficult than the assigned runes. It is like making the rune which indicates the result of your spell, but you have to know your target much more specific than the thing you want it to become."
"I guess I know what you want to mean" Dortenne nodded.
"I hope so since I don't have enough time to practice this with you" Kairen said while sighing "so I will jump this topic through. Now will I show you what effects a spell-"
He was interrupted by Dortenne, who just crouched down as her left leg began to hurt.
"Is something wrong?" the dwarf asked.
"My dragon is doing something which I don't like" she said.
"Oh, so this is what the magical link between you and him does" the dwarf nodded and Dortenne was thunderstruck... the dwarf did not even mentioned that he noticed the link between her and Xerath. "Let us see what your mate is up to" Kairen went on and murmured a few words then said "Ohh, he is just playing a silly game with the elves... I think he ran into a cart."
“Grrr, Xerath, you gonna' pay badly for interrupting me while learning!”
"Ehrm, where I was, where I was..." Kairen said with closed eyes "oh yes! The effects! First of all, the target of the spell affects your spell most. Only living targets can try to resist your spell, but not always... objects cannot resist, or only minimally. There is only one exception, when an object is defended by a spell or when the object was created to resist a spell.  The second thing is the spells being active in the surrounding area... be aware of them. Then you have only care with the thing you want to summon... bigger or more complicated things need more experience and endurance to keep existing."
Dortenne nodded as the sign of her understanding.
"Good--" Kairen said, but suddenly a big clock started to bang. "Sorry" the dwarf mage said "but it seems that now I have to go."
"Wait!" Dortenne said "How can I disrupt another spell?"
"Ahh, about your dragon! I almost forgot about that" Kairen said "it is not more difficult than the spell you cast earlier. But this is a Black pearl topic... you have to create a rune, which indicates the effect of your spell: your song in your dragon's mind, then you have to name your dragon is the target of the spell. But know that you have to overcome your mate's resistance to be able to make your spell work!" here the dwarf took a few moment long pause then added "Now I have to go. Farewell, Dortenne!" and he went out from the room. Dortenne was surprised that the mage left her alone in his room... but she did not wanted to stay longer here. She would have really liked to get back to Xerath and try if she can use her new skill... she wanted to know if they are still defenceless against that song. She got out from the room and looked around... and she suddenly realised that she forgot which way she came here. She was lost. “Oh god, I only needed this! I hope this city is not a too big one...”. She did not know that this was the biggest dwarf city of all... but she learned this after an hour long and useless walking.

8.   The first test of magic

Dortenne was fed up with Dalanth. She had a feeling as if she was only walking around, but she knew that she was not going in circles since she always saw houses which were new to her. Suddenly she heard some kind of swinging and a voice "Hah, you lost again!". Walking towards there she saw Xerath with a band of elves, playing some kind of a game. Three elves held long sticks and swung it around, while the one standing in front of them had to evade them. The elves were doing it really fine, jumping as if they had no weight, but Xerath could even not make it for a second.
"You are slow as a tortoise" an elf laughed at the dragon's 'performance'.
"I am not slow" the dragon said while holding his head up.
"Oh yes, you are" the elf replied.
"I am not as small as you are. It is harder to me." the dragon said.
"And I am no dragon" the elf replied "you should be stronger and faster than us."
"You really know it" the dragon said and added ironically "it seems that you know it better than me."
"I don't know it" the elf said with a serious voice "but I can see that you never ever got a training."
"No, I did not... how did you know that?" Xerath asked.
"You are slow as I said" the Erolth replied "but I can see that you could act better. You have a good physical strength, but you could build your body a bit... and there are certain techniques which can improve your performance." he stopped then added "But your rider... she is a fine one! I have only seen her for minutes, but she has to be a good warrior!"
Xerath wanted to say "Yeah, a warrior, sure!" but Erolth could simply not be stopped. He went on saying "Her movements are fast and dynamical, and what's more, she can easily move without making any sound. Sometimes I spotted her looking around, searching for enemies... she must have been trained well! If I would only know where she got her knowledge from..."
Dortenne felt pleased to hear this... and suddenly got the temptation the show the elves what she can do. She looked around... she wanted to sneak closer and frighten them. But the only way would have been the roof of the small house next to her, and looking around she could not see anything on which she could get up. She sighed and almost gave up when suddenly she realised that she has just a got a training for overcoming such obstacles. She took a knife from her belt, and draw the Y-shaped rune on it... then she placed the knife down onto the ground, and imagined a long rope while drawing another rune, into the air this time. And she was standing in front of a rope when she opened her eyes. She grinned toothily, and threw the rope up. The rope caught a statue on the roof of the house, and Dortenne could climb up... and the rope turned back into a knife just when she jumped on the roof. “That was close... I better keep the shortness of my spells in mind.”  She crept nearer to the elves... and she looked down. An elf was jumping aside from the sticks, and the others yelled. She smiled imaging what will happen soon, and crept back. She took a torch from the two torches on the statue which had the shape of a globe. She crept back to the end of the roof, trying to keep the torch unseen. She heard "next!" from below, and decided to move. She jumped down, yelled and swung the torch around. It was Xerath who she nearly jumped onto, and the unlucky dragon had no idea of what could have happened to him. He thought that he was attacked, and he jumped back to keep the distance of the suspected attacker of him... too bad that acting like this he jumped onto a cart which was covered with straw. But something splashed around, and all of them could notice the disgusting smell which suddenly appeared... and all the elves burst out in laughter, some of them even collapsed onto the ground. Xerath looked at the remains of the cart and looked at himself... he was nearly totally covered with a something which stank and also had disgusting colour.
"Well, you bathed in the fruits which have rotten on our journey here" one of the elves said while laughing "good jump and nice aim...!!"
"Really, reeeaaallllyy funny" Xerath said on a low voice, and looked at Dortenne who was now also smiling and was obviously trying to hold her laughter back. "I always pay back everything I get" Xerath hissed to her.
"I am sorry Xerath... I thought an elf was down there..." Dortenne said, but this did not really interest Xerath. He was just about to leave all of the elves and Dortenne there when he suddenly heard two elves whispering "Ahh, and he asked how did we notice his lacking of training... most of us has noticed the woman up there, but he had no idea of what approached him... anyone who gets a training most know how to precept such things!...". Xerath stopped, looking at the ground and thinking... Dortenne could have been his enemy too. And he would be now dead in that case... "Maybe they are right... perhaps I need some kind of training..." he thought. By this, all of the elves stopped the laughter and kept on playing. Xerath decided to leave and to find some water to wash himself. He looked at Dortenne who was drawing shapes into the air... he smiled. He thought that his rider felt guilty for her deed. He was about to move when something stopped him...

Dortenne whispered a few curses. The spell which she wanted to cast did not work. “I need to practice more... I shouldn't have expected a so easy victory—“ and suddenly Xerath said "Who is that Earl Hore?". Everyone looked at the dragon who hastily moved into a shady area to avoid becoming laughed again.
"Earl Hore was a stable master
He was only equal with the king's horse
But he became a champion faster
Then anyone else who he knows" an elf started to sing, and all the others followed singing
"He drunk the beer as noone could
Beer went faster down on his throat
Then a hole in the floor
And noone should
Try making drunk Earl Hore
Because he will loose all his gold
What in his hand he hold
'Cose noone could ever drink
As Earl Hore could."
Xerath realised what this was... it was one of the most famous song ever sung in the pubs and breviaries about a man called 'Earl Hore'. It seemed strange to him... he would have bet as if he have heard the same song a moment before... he shook his head. "No, I must have been dreaming" he said to himself when suddenly Dortenne started singing "He was the best,
Beating in drinking everyone fast
He was the drinking-king
Always standing up the last
He was a true king
Only missing a throne
He was Earl Hore."
Xerath's heart sank... this was exactly what he heard... and remembering the voice he recognised Dortenne. He stood up with anger, but he suddenly realised that this meant that Dortenne must have known a way to communicate with him. This made him feel frustrated... he began to worry. He heard what Erolth said... admiring Dortenne and seeing him, the dragon too weak... then the act of Dortenne frightening him... and now this. He began to think that her rider was standing above him in all points of view. This felt really bad for him. He slowly walked to Dortenne and whispered "Could you come with me?". Dortenne nodded and followed the dragon... she did not really wanted to mount him as she feared for her pants which could easily get dirty as Xerath was covered with rotten fruit.

9.    Another journey

"What is it, Xerath?" Dortenne asked when they were walking for a while. The dragon seemed to not hear her, so she decided to try again... but seeing that she cannot disturb her reptile who was deep in his thoughts, she decided to try from another way. She imagined herself talking to Xerath, drew a rune, and then drew a rune on the dragon who was only a step far from her. Xerath suddenly rose his head and closed his eyes, then looked at Dortenne.
"Stop this" Xerath said.
"I just wanted to ask that where do you want to go" Dortenne said.
"Nowhere" the dragon said "I just wanted to talk with you."
"Noone is here besides us... speak it out then." Dortenne said. “What could have been this important? Why do I think that something is wrong with Xerath? Maybe the fruits?”
Xerath looked at Dortenne, he opened his mouth to say something, then closed it while shaking his head. Dortenne wondered what the dragon wanted to say first. “I have never seen him this confused... he is usually confident even if he fears. But now...”
"Just one thing" the dragon said "stop wandering into my mind. It sets me on edge..."
"I must know if I can do something with that song." Dortenne said "But I now know that I can. Alright, I'll stop these things."
"About the song...!" the dragon thought "She is just experimenting how to break that song...! A thing what I or Morghus cannot do anything!"
Xerath sighed and said "But promise that you stop this now." then added "And I would be happy if you would not do any more sneaking trick with me."
Dortenne smiled and said "You got both."
“This is not the real reason what we came for here. Xerath  has hidden his most important topic... but... why? What is the thing he has to keep in secret from me?”
She did not knew the answer... Xerath turned around and started to walk back.

"We are about to leave now" Elorth said to Dortenne when they got back "would you come with us? I would happy to show you my homeland... which is on the ground not below it."
This made Dortenne surprised. All of the elves were playing when they left them, and now they were just about to travel again. “They are quick guys as I can see.”
"Okay, I go with you" Dortenne nodded "but I have to tell Eter first I guess. It would not be polite to leave my friend without a word."
"You don't have to do that" a voice said as six dwarves came to the cart "as I go with you."
Dortenne was surprised to hear this, then she smiled. She felt happy to go up... although she found this place much better than the Crystal Sea above, she wanted to feel the sunshine again.
"Okay everyone, time to leave" the elf said and jumped on a cart.
"Who will carry this?" Dortenne asked, but after a word which the elf spoke the cart started to move.
"It goes by magic" the Erolth smiled.
"I can see" Dortenne said and jumped on the cart. They were the last cart of the six, which formed the caravan. Going out of the dwarf city, Dortenne was relived see that Xerath had no problems following them at this speed. She only wondered why the dragon seemed to be sad...
"You better keep your sword close to your hands here" the elf said when they left Dalanth's last house.
"Why?" Dortenne asked.
"Rock wyrms live beneath the ground here" Erolth said "and many ferocious beasts above. We have a route which is usually safe from them, but it is not sure. And it is said that these beasts can even challenge a dragon... I don't know if this is true or not, but the caravan they can find is a dead caravan."
"Challenging a dragon you say" Dortenne nodded then said with a smile "I would really like to battle with one." The warrior awoke in her... she became really confident with using rune magic, even if only in a simple way.
"Hah!" Erolth said surprised "You think you can take something what is said to beat a dragon?!"
"I can take everything, my dear" Dortenne said "and I could risk that even a dragon would be no match for me."
She wasn't telling the truth, but she knew that the elf got the line since Erolth smiled and turned back to see where the cart was going. He did had to do many things... the cave which they were going in was a narrow one so they could not leave the path. Mentioning the dragon-beating has only affected Xerath, who lowered his head and started to walk with almost closed eyes.

They reached the ground in two hour's time. Dortenne felt really pleased to feel the sunshine and the wind... even if only for a little time since they hastily moved into a jungle. Suddenly Erolth stopped their cart. Xerolth nearly ran into them since he could hardly see anything while looking at the ground.
"Why did you stop?" Dortenne asked.
"Listen!" the elf said. She listened carefully but heard nothing. "Peaceful and quiet." she said.
"Quiet and dangerous" Erolth corrected her "you can't hear the wild animals, can you? And for what reason would they become silent or flee from here?"
Dortenne knew the answer. She drew her sword and jumped down from the cart as the elf did who took his bow and dagger.
"I hope that they are only in the vicinity but not here" Erolth said. Dortenne did not know what she really wanted... to battle with those things or to be let alone. But time made the decision instead of her as many human-shaped things with clubs jumped out from the bushes, surrounding them.
"Nouvri nar got nour!" the elf said "Trolls!" then added "If we are lucky then they are truly vulnerable to fire..."
"If not?" Dortenne asked.
"Then the one in the breviary lied to me." Erolth said. The trolls began to move closer to them. They had black skin and were bigger then Dortenne with almost a half meter. Dortenne waited patiently for something to happen... mainly expecting for Xerath doing something... but looking at the dragon her heart froze. Xerath kept looking at the ground, not really being worried by the beings which surrounded him too.
"Perhaps your dragon is a too peaceful one..." Erolth said and let out a faint curse. Dortenne was astonished... Xerath never acted like this. She wondered if this was in connection with that song... and suddenly the trolls launched their attack.

Xerath looked around. Words appeared in his mind... words he heard before. "Challenging even a dragon" the elf said earlier and Dortenne replied "no dragon would be match for me". Xerath was sure that she was right... he sighed. Remembering all the things what has happened to him lately he decided, that yes, this is now not his weight class. He has seen what Dortenne was capable of... he suddenly felt useless. She could easily sneak beneath him and could kill him of she wanted to... she could enter his mind freely and Dortenne could have been even capable of breaking the effects of that song... which got Morghus down and could easily take over him too. He always thought the human is the mind, the brain in a bound while the dragon is the weapon... but looking at Dortenne he stared to have the feeling that she needed him for nothing more than for his power which Dortenne got by bounding. He shook his head. Looking up again he saw Dortenne battling with the trolls and he was sure that she would win. He lied down to the ground but it rather seemed to collapse to the ground and closed his eyes. He was feeling useless and helpless... he was feeling like a junk. "I am nothing more then an oversized pet without real power next to her" he thought and his last wills to battle fled. He gave up.

Dortenne pushed her blade through a troll's chest. The being took a few step back but did not seem to be mortally wounded. Dortenne hastily jumped back onto the cart. She realised that she was surrounded by a pack of trolls now, and she could not see Erolth. “Perhaps he is now dead.”  She looked at Xerath... the dragon was lying on the ground, obviously not really caring with anything what happened around him. This picture paralysed Dortenne first, but then her blood started to burn with anger.
"What are you doing you wicked frog?!" she shouted "Stand up and fight!"
Xerath did not seem to hear her.
"Don't you hear me?!" she shouted. Looking around she noticed that the trolls were now climbing up onto the cart. “They are strong but they are terribly slow... my only chance.”  She hastily began to kick the creatures down. Suddenly one of them grabbed her leg. She struck at the arm which was trying to pull her down, and she was released from the grip as the metal  sliced the creatures skin. She looked at Xerath again... the dragon was still lying there but was now totally surrounded by a dozen trolls.
"What the hell are you doing, Xerath?! " she shouted... she expected both of her and Xerath fighting, and knew what power she will miss if Xerath will act on like this. The dragon shook his head on the ground and said "Sorry but I don't really know what do you expect me to do... and I don't think you would need me anyway."
Dortenne suddenly nearly forgot about the battle which was going on around her. “What?!? I would not need him?? Where did he get this from??”
"Listen here you wicked reptile! I do not care what you think or feel, just stand up and do what every sane dragon would do..! Breathe fire or I don't know, just do something!" Dortenne shouted, and suddenly she was punched in her face. She forgot about the trolls and they made their way up to the cart. She could feel her face burning in pain as if her nose would have broke. Suddenly she was grabbed and thrown into the air... she landed on the ground almost five meters away. She felt terrible... she jumped onto her feet and suddenly got paralysed again. The trolls surrounded Xerath, but did not attack him... since the dragon was lying perfectly still, the creatures could not decide what to do with him. Suddenly she saw the trolls at the cart coming towards her. She wanted to grab her sword, but grasping only the air she realised that her sword felt out from her hand on the cart. She wondered what she could do... and got a good idea. She took a leaf up from the ground and hastily drew to runes as she imagined a large, flaming battleaxe... and the weapon was in her hand in the next moment. She grinned toothily and jumped at the trolls which were astonished to see the thing in her hand. But looking a bit a different direction she saw Xerath looking with widened eyes at her first, then sighing and lying back to the ground again.... She landed near her enemies. She struck at the nearest of them, and flames covered the creature in a moment. “They ARE really vulnerable to fire!”
"Xerath, do something!" she shouted, knowing that the dragon could end this fight in seconds with minimal effort. But he did not react. The trolls suddenly realised what weapon Dortenne held, and were frightened by the fire. They turned back and returned into the bushes. Dortenne grinned toothily, but her smile faded as the weapon in her hand turned back into a leaf. She sighed and touched her aching nose... it was bleeding badly. She took her sword from the cart and then walked to Xerath who was still lying on the ground.
"You did a really good effort" she said with irony "what the hell is with you?! I was nearly killed!"
The dragon laughed... but Dortenne had a feeling that this laughter was only to cover the real feelings of Xerath.
"Nearly killed...!" the dragon said "Come on, rider, I know how powerful you and me are... tell me to fight when there are enemies of my level are around, take to fight otherwise."
Suddenly Dortenne thought that Xerath did not wanted with such weaklings as these trolls were... then thinking harder she began to realise that the dragon thought that these creatures would have easily slain him. She shook her head... she wondered why Xerath started to think this way. “I have to do something about him... and I have to make as fast as possible.”
"Really good show!" they heard a voice as Erolth walked out from the bushes.

"You showed some really good skills" the elf said to Dortenne "perhaps we could teach each other."
"Where were you? I thought we will fight back to back!" Dortenne said.
"I told the others to not wait for us and to hurry up" the elf said "the other's lives are as important as ours... and never forget that that Elder is with us this time."
She nodded and said "I am thirsty... do you know water around here?"
"Well, I would not let you go away to only drink" Erolth said "but since I must check if the trolls damaged the cart, yes, you can go. Just wonder around... this place is full of water. It is really easy to find..."
Dortenne nodded again and went into the bushes. Erolth started to check the cart and said "What's with you, lizard? I thought your kind are good fighters."
"We are good..." Xerath sighed "...but not this good."
Erolth laughed and said "Ahh, I now see what your problem is!... Living with Dortenne is hard, isn't it?"
Xerath nodded.
"She is a very skilful fighter with good abilities" Erolth said "but you are no worse as I think... I have seen your kind in action. You are capable of doing astonishing things."
"I wish I could prove it" Xerath said.
"You can" Erolth said "Just believe. Dortenne has the confidence to move hills even if she knows she cannot make it...  and see how strong she is? Now look at yourself. You would have the power to move hills, but you are simply lying on the ground, fearing that you'll scratched. See the difference?"
Xerath nodded... "perhaps he is right" he thought.
"You are a fearful beast anyway" Erolth said and then added with a smile "so try to act like such a beast would!"
Xerath smiled back sadly. He never expected himself to get into such a situation... being encouraged by an elf...

Dortenne felt the water to be cold. But she did not care with that. She was really thirsty... suddenly the ground shook. She wanted to stand up, but suddenly the trees in front of her disappeared... and a giant was standing next to her. She looked up and realised how big trouble she was in. She tried moving, but the giant smashed the ground near her... “He is just playing with me! Like the cat plays with mouse...” She jumped up and wanted to run away, but the giant threw a branch at her and she fell on the ground, gasping for air and having a badly aching back.
Looking back she saw the giant coming closer and closer to her...

Xerath was thinking of what he heard. He hoped that the elf was right... and suddenly they heard Dortenne screaming.
"What was this?" Erolth asked. Suddenly Xerath felt his back hit well.
"She is in trouble" the dragon said "we better-"
"Help her you wanted to say" Elroth interrupted.
"Yes, erm, help her" Xerath said "but I don't know how could we help her if her enemy is-"
"Remember what I said?" Erolth asked.
"I do" Xerath nodded and started to fly towards where he suspected Dortenne to be.

She looked at the giant whom suddenly stopped, looking at her... she wondered why did the creature stop. Suddenly it looked up, and Xerath appeared above them, landing a step far from Dortenne, facing the giant.
"Good to see that you finally woke up" Dortenne said "help me out of here!"
Xerath looked at the giant. He had no idea what to do now... he could not use his breaths since his rider was too near to the giant, and attacking a giant only with claws would have been a certain suicide. Suddenly he remembered the elf saying "act as a fearful beast!"

Dortenne was now thinking of what to do. Although Xerath landed near her, the dragon seemed to think and watch only since it did not move. She was just about to try to run away again when suddenly Xerath took a deep breath and let out a quite loud roar. The giant stared at the dragon astonished, then it ran away with haste. Xerath looked at the running creature with wide and unbelieving eyes... then he grinned toothily and said "It really works..."
"What have you done?!" they heard Erolth coming out from the bushes.
"We just saved ourselves" Xerath said and Dortenne added "what would you have done?"
"Since that was my giant, nothing" Erolth said "But from this point of view, good work, Xerath... you scarred him almost to death. He will not come back in a week..."
Xerath seemed to grow. He rose his head and spread his wings... he really enjoyed that even a giant feared from him this much. A giant which Dortenne could not defeat alone...!
"Your giant?" Dortenne asked surprised.
"Yes, mine--" Erolth wanted to say and let out a scream.
"What's wrong?" Xerath asked, but instead of answering Erolth mounted him. Dortenne was surprised to see this...
"Don't just stand there! MOVE!" Erolth shouted to Dortenne who also got up on Xerath. Suddenly Xerath looked at the horizon...
"Dragons!" he whispered and now Dortenne could see the creatures far away.
"If they catch us here, we will be surely dead!" Erolth said.
"They won't" Xerath said while taking off "since noone can fly like me."
“Good to hear that he is the original Xerath again...”

10.  A matey

"Faster, Xerath, faster!" Dortenne shouted.
"I wish I could but I can't" the dragon replied "I am carrying two humans while those dragons carry nothing. This is the best I can do."
Erolth took his bow, aimed carefully and let an arrow out. The arrow let out a sharp scream and hit the eye of the blue dragon which was the nearest to them. The beast screamed and turned back.
"You can aim well" Dortenne admitted.
"Not me but my arrow" the elf smiled "they are enchanted and they act like a living being when fired." and shoot another arrow. This arrow also screamed, and hit the nose of a green dragon, which then stopped chasing them. But two retreating dragons was not enough since at least a dozen one followed them.
"Fire!" Dortenne shouted to Erolth while Xerath flew now almost as fast as the dragons which chased him.
"I can't" Erolth said "the remaining arrows will be too scarred to hit their targets!"
"TOO SCARRED?!?!?!" Xerath shouted unbelievingly.
"They act like living beings" Erolth reminded him.
"Thriving" the dragon said. Suddenly a flame bolt flew at them, missing them only with a bit. Dortenne tried to change his sword into a bow, but she failed. “I am too weak now... I still have to improve myself a bit.”
"Hold tight" Xerath said and started to dive. The dragons followed them.
"They are coming closer" Erolth murmured.
"Fear never while I am around" Xerath laughed and suddenly closed his wings, so all of them started to fell down. Both Dortenne and Erolth were too frightened to say anything, they only grabbed Xerath harder, hoping that the dragon knows what he does. Suddenly they splashed into the water beneath them. It was a small pond which fell into... Dortenne tried to swim up, but she could not. Looking around she saw Xerath holding her and Erolth with his arms. She tried to remain calm... but she had to breathe now. Xerath released them and they could finally get some air when they swum up to the surface. Reaching the ground Erolth asked "Nouvri nar got nour... Does your dragon land like this many times?"
"Always" Dortenne sighed. She wondered if Xerath had some kind of suicidal instinct for always colliding instead of landing... by this did Xerath appear, walking out of the small lake.
"Well, I made it" he smiled.
"Grrr, one more landing like this and you will have more fruits on you" Dortenne said.
"Calm down" Xerath said "can you see any dragons still around?"
They looked around. The air was calm and quiet.
"No" Erolth said.
"They thought that we got killed" Xerath smiled "trust me, I really know how a dragon's brain works."
"I would be really surprised if you would not know it" Dortenne said with a smile "let's go then. Erolth, can you guide him?"
"Of course I can" Erolth said, but flame bolts filled the air just as they wanted to get on Xerath.

The blue dragon which they hit appeared. Xerath looked at the dragon above, shook his head and let out a highly charged thunder. The creature roared in pain, but suddenly a scream could be heard as Erolth let out another arrow. Dortenne could hardly believe but she could hear the arrow saying "Hahaah! One dragon is no dragon!" and suddenly the blue dragon above covered its face as the projectile hit his left eye. Now the reptile was totally blind, and this drove him into panic. It tried to flee, but Xerath did not wanted to let his enemy go away. He caught the right leg of the dragon and pulled it. The blue one let out a long beam of flame where he suspected Xerath to be, but he was wrong. Xerath grinned toothily and slashed the foe dragon at its head. The creature fell silent and would have down, but Xerath still held his leg, so both of them fell into the lake. Soon Xerath reappeared coming out form the water, dragging the dragon behind him.
"Good shot, elf" he said, and Erolth bowed.
"Thanks" the elf said, but suddenly the green dragon groaned. Xerath whispered a curse and placed his hand on the dragon's neck while placed his leg on it's tail, pulling it a bit. The dragon roared loudly and became as tight as a string in bow.
"What should we do with him now?" Xerath asked looking at his now defenceless and blind enemy.
"Kill him" Dortenne said and took her sword into her hand.
"No" Erolth said "perhaps you could ask him about this song... this would be the first time we can converse with a dragon from here."
"Good idea" Xerath nodded... he did not really fancied the thought of killing one of his kind. And he less fancied the thought of killing a defenceless being.
"What do you know about the song?" Xerath asked. The dragon did not say anything just started to sing loudly.
"He will call all the dragons here!!" Erolth screamed. Dortenne drew a rune into the air...then she walked to the dragon which Xerath held and drew another rune on him. Suddenly she felt her thoughts entering the creature's mind... and suddenly she realised she could not say anything. She had no idea what to say... so she started to think about that pub-song about Earl Hore... suddenly the dragon groaned, and fell silent.
"What did you do with him?" Xerath asked.
"Just... told him what I had to" Dortenne said. “Okay, a pub-song is not the best, but I could do worse.”
Suddenly the dragon sighed and said "I...I...I would be really happy if you would release me."
"Erien arf!" Erolth whispered  "He talked!"
"No, I will not release you... I do not believe in your peace." Xerath said.
"How could I harm you when I am blind and I even do not know where you are...?" the dragon cried.
Xerath realised that this was true and he took a step back, but was still ready to jump at his enemy. The blue dragon sat up, touched his two bleeding eyes and sighed.
"Tell me that this darkness is only night at the moment" he said.
"No, it is noon at this moment" Xerath said, and the other one roared loudly.
"Shut up!" Dortenne shouted "Or do you want to die here?!"
"I wish you were also blind and then you would know how it feels...!" the dragon said almost crying.
"I want to hear about the song" Dortenne ordered.
The blue dragon sighed and said "I don't know much. I was living with my mates in peace when suddenly all of us heard it... it seemed to be charming and we found it to our liking... but soon it took over all of us. And I know nothing from there... it seems to me as if I were asleep."
"Liar" Dortenne said.
"You I am not!" the dragon shouted "I would do everything just spare me!"
"Everything?" Dortenne asked "Beg then."
The dragon let out a faint groan and lied down to the ground when Xerath said angrily "Enough now! What is your name?"
"I am Eylin" the dragon said "and I have some good friends beneath... I can be valuable to you..."
"Beneath?" Dortenne asked surprised.
"Yes, beneath" Eylin answered "The most important of them is a dwarf mage called 'Kairen'... I wonder how he is lately..."
"You know Kairen?" Dortenne asked.
"Give something into my hand" the dragon said, and Dortenne put a small rock into the hand of the reptile. The reptile drew some shapes into the air, and suddenly the rock turned into a statue of Kairen.
"I learned this from him" Eylin explained "it is some kind of globe or what..."
"Pearl" Dortenne said "You are a... conjurer? A dragon casting spells?"
"I know it seems to be unlikely but I am" Eylin said "but this does not make me feel better... I failed to defend ourselves form that song... and now I am unable to heal myself. Oh high skies, I feel helpless.... I feel lost..."
Dortenne, Xerath and Elroth looked at each other. “A dragon spellcaster! My god... I better help him. Perhaps he learned something from Kairen which I missed...”
"We will spare you if you promise that you will never mention Kairen or his magic to anyone else until we let you to do" Dortenne said.
"Right" the dragon sighed "and now what will you do?"
"We will go back to my home" Erolth said.
"I wish you luck" Eylin said.
"Wish yourself luck" Xerath said "you come with us."
"How could I fly with you without seeing anything?" Eylin asked again.
"Heal yourself" Xerath said "you are a spellcaster, no?"
"I am, but I can't do that" the dragon shook his head "you can't heal yourself with those globes or what..."
"How can you heal someone else?" Dortenne asked. “One more thing I must know...”
"Simple... imagine a picture as a wound of you regenerating than name the target" Eylin said "oh, I forgot that you do not know anything of thi--"
Dortenne acted like she was told, and soon Eylin found himself in perfect condition. The dragon looked around quite surprised, then turned to Dortenne and said "A mage I assume."
"I am only a trainee in magic" Dortenne smiled.
"I hope she will be a trainer too" Xerath murmured.
Suddenly Eylin looked at the distance, then covered his face with his hands and started to scream.
"The song starts to take him again" Erolth said.
"We will not let this happen!" Dortenne shouted, but she did not had to do anything. Eylin started to draw runes again, and suddenly he stopped screaming. Runes began to appear around him, forming a globe, which got smaller and smaller until they have reached the dragon, then the runes covered his skin, and finally they disappeared. Eylin sighed and stood up.
"What was this?" Xerath asked surprised.
"A spell which is good for mind protection" Eylin smiled "now that I know that the song is harmful, I am willing to fight against it. But... how are you unaffected?"
Dortenne looked at Xerath who shrugged. She had no idea why was Xerath unaffected by the song... and suddenly Eylin said "Ahh, I can feel why. Your conjurer woman mate protects you... you are only half dragon, are you? Heh, lucky you."
“The bond! Xerath is unaffected because of the bond!! The soul transformation... but... why did Kairen try to save him then? How could he save Xerath if Xerath was even not in danger??”
"We better be going now" Eylin said "What was your destination?"
"Quigal" Erolth said.
"The elf city... nice place." Eylin said "Let's go then!"

11.    Some older friends coming

They were nearly shot down by the elven defenders who thought that two dragons are coming to attack their city. Lucky, Eylin could talk with them with a spell of him. Xerath was amazed by the blue dragon... he realised that this was what he lacked. He decided to ask the blue dragon to teach him.
They landed in the town square of Quigal. Dortenne looked around... this city was totally different from Dalanth. The houses were high and were usually painted white, the elves wore beautiful clothes.
"So there is now two of you" they heard Eter.
"He is a new one" Dortenne said looking at Eylin.
"He is a conjurer dragon using your magic" Erolth said while dismounting Eylin "he was just set free from the songs influence... and you see how friendly now he is. Perhaps our legends are right, my dwarf lord. Perhaps the dragons are only under on external control."
Eter measured Eylin carefully with his eyes, and suddenly Eylin shook his head saying "Nekere ret deig."
Eter's eyes widened and said "Gi teread dered mert ferd?"
"Deri mert ferdid." the blue dragon answered with a toothy grin.
"Speak a human language if I can ask" Dortenne said.
"Sorry but it is hard to find anyone from the ground world who speaks the ancient dwarf language" Eter said and everyone stared at Eylin who smiled slightly.
"So? Do you believe in me now?" Eylin asked.
"I do. But only in you." said Eter.
"Ahh, Dortenne and Xerath I guess" a black plate armoured elf said "we knew that you were coming."
"I know" Dortenne nodded "the caravan arrived here before us."
"And I was also approached by dragonriders" the elf said "who seek you and another rider called Tokien."
Dortenne's heart sank. The Order had an arm long enough to reach them even here.
"I told them that you did not arrive... but now, seeing and knowing what you have done here, I am unwilling to help them." the elf said "You are welcomed by me, Menphis, leader of this elf trading city."

The crowd started to look closer at the two dragons, not allowing them even to move slightly. Soon both Xerath and Eylin found themselves in the middle of a sea of elves. Not really knowing what to do, they let themselves being stared. During this, Dortenne walked hastily to Menphis and asked "How many riders were here?"
"Almost ten." the elf replied. “HOLY...! Ten riders!”
"I better disappear for a while then" Dortenne wandered aloud.
"You better visit the mage Weldor. He can always help anyone... but it is hard to meet him." the elf said.
“I must try! No matter what it costs... perhaps he can prove to be my salvation.”
"Where is Weldor?" Dortenne asked.
"Seek your fortune in the Greenfield... he has a residence there." Menphis said "but be careful."
"I will" Dortenne said and started to go back to his dragon.

Xerath was still in the middle of the crowd and Dortenne could see no way to get to him. So she cast a spell again, telling Xerath to do something... fast. Xerath nodded, and roared loudly. Suddenly all the elves disappeared... they have hid beneath the carts and barrels or into the houses nearby. Xerath looked around and smiled, saying "Clear enough?"
"Good job. Now keep moving" Dortenne said while she mounted the green dragon. The elves realised what happened and life became normal in the city again.
"Going off already?" Eylin asked seeing Xerath taking off.
"Yes. Going after a mage called Weldor." Dortenne said.
"Weldor... yes... I can remember this name" the dragon nodded "do you need a guide to Greenfield?"
“I did not mention that place... for all the saints, this dragon is a living codex! I better keep him with me... wisdom is power.”
"We certainly do" Dortenne nodded, and Xerath interrupted her saying "And we are also looking for a new mate in our travels..." and smiled slightly. Eylin seemed to understand and he said "I am not that typical hero-type."
"As we aren't either" Xerath replied.
"Oh well" Eylin sighed and smiled "seems that I won't be a lone dragon now..."
They were just about to take off when Erolth came shouting "Wait for me!"

They were flying for hours, and night fell on them. It was dark and they could hardly see anything.
"Xerath... we better seek a cave." Eylin said.
"Why?" Xerath asked.
"Don't ask - just do it!" Eylin shouted angrily. Dortenne became really worried... the blue dragon seemed to be close to panic, although she has spotted nothing which fear a dragon.
"I am looking, but I would be happy if I would know why do I have to do it." Xerath said.
"It is unusually dark and quiet here" Erolth said "I expect a great storm to rage soon." and Eylin nodded.
Xerath's and Dortenne's hearts sank as they realised that they have to face another storm. Xerath suddenly dived down, and flew to the closest hill like as if he was mad. A small river came out from a small hole there.
"It seems to be small a bit" Dortenne said.
"Get off from me!" Xerath shouted almost screaming. Dortenne realised that Xerath was deeply in panic now. She got off from the dragon who suddenly started to scratch the stone, making a hole in it. “He is digging a cave...! Oh, my god... he IS in taken over his fears.”
Eylin and Erolth arrived there, and saw Xerath.
"Your dragon acts strangle sometimes" Eroth noticed.
"Yes, he indeed does" Dortenne said, but as thunders began to strike, she said "Come on Xerath, faster!"
"Both of them acts really strange sometimes" Eylin murmured, and Erolth nodded. Suddenly Xerath stopped digging and said "Victory!" and went into the darkness. Dortenne shouted "HEY! WAIT FOR ME!" and she ran after her dragon, shortly followed by Eylin and Erolth, who were really surprised of the success of the green dragon.

Xerath was lucky. He dug into a cave. Now lying on the ground he listened to the blow of the wind and to the thunders, and he calmed down.
"It is good to know something above my head when such a weather erupts" Xerath said with a smile.
"You said that these storms are unnatural" Dortenne reminded herself, and Xerath nodded "but it seems to be alright to me..."
"They are natural here" Eylin said "and they are not rare during this season."
"What about a sea disappearing and reappearing?" Xerath asked.
"About what?" the blue dragon asked with widened eyes.
"The Crystal Sea" Dortenne said "it disappeared with all the surrounding things... when we arrived here, we only saw a desert where the sea should have been... then such a storm erupted, and our friends have died in the water which returned to it's original place."
"I have seen or heard of such things" Eylin shook his head "perhaps we will ask Weldor about this too."
They fell into silence and listened to the storm raging outside... Dortenne suddenly felt exhausted. She lied down to the ground, and closed her eyes. She could hear the two dragons talking, she wondered what it could have been... but her mind was thinking of more worrying things. “If Xerath is saved because he is bonded, how can it be that Morghus ended in such a poor way? Not even Eylin has seen such things as that sea... what is happening here? And the Order... damn, they always have to appear in the worst time! I wish they could keep themselves off from here...!”
"Are you sleeping?" Erolth asked her.
Dortenne sat up and said "No. Where are the dragons?". She could see none of them.
"They are speaking about some kind of 'pearls' or what... seems that Xerath really wants to learn something from Eylin." Erolth said "I wish my pet would be so clever to do such things..."
"Your pet?" Dortenne asked.
"My giant."
Dortenne suddenly remembered the scene when Xerath made the giant attacking her flee.
"That giant was yours?" she asked.
"Yes" the elf smiled "but I don't think we will see him soon. He came to rescue me, and a dragon forced him to flee... he got enough of action lately I guess."
"Hah, a giant serving an elf!" Dortenne said "Hard to believe..."
"Why?" the elf asked almost surprised "While dragons are not really fond of us living here, these giants seem to be friendly. Although they are rarely to be seen, they make good work for us... and in exchange we make their life easier, like providing food for them. And with time they began to work for us... this is what could be called 'symbiosis' I guess."
Dortenne was astonished. She could hardly imagine a giant serving anyone. But she reminded herself that she could hardly imagine raging and bloodthirsty dragons before... she has heard stories about their past when human and dragon battled with each other, but dragons were quite friendly since the Order was established.
"And what about your--" Erolth wanted to say, but suddenly jumped up and fired an arrow from his bow. A man was in mouth of the cave, and now there was an arrow in his chest. He fell down like a cut tree... “AMBUSH!” Dortenne thought, grabbed her sword and jumped to her feet, ready to fight.

12.   Meeting some representatives of the past

There were no more attackers. “He must have been a lone adventurer.”
"Why did you kill him?" Dortenne asked angrily.
"I have seen his weapon in his hand" Erolth said.
Dortenne walked to the dead man. She looked at the corpse... he wore steel plate mail, helmet and steel boots, and had a big broadsword. Dortenne wandered what the man wanted until she saw something on the platemail... her heart froze.
It was the sign of the Order of the Flame.

"Erolth, warn the dragons!" Dortenne shouted "We leave! My enemies reached us!"
The elf needed nothing else to hear. He ran, and appeared a few moments later with the two dragons. Dortenne looked at them and said "We must be going! If we will be here when they--" but she was interrupted by the man who they thought to be dead. He stood up and threw something at Dortenne. Due to her training her reflexes were incredibly fast, and this saved her. She could pull her head back and the little blade missed her only with a little... she could feel the wind created by the thrown weapon. But now she moved. She took a step forward and stroke at the knight’s neck, which died immediately. She wandered why the two dragons did not move, and looking back she saw Erolth bleeding very badly.
"The blade you evaded hit him" Eylin said.
"What are you waiting for? Heal him!" Dortenne cried.
"I can't" the dragon shook his head "he is enchanted against magic. No spells I know would really work on him."
"Not your fault" the elf whispered. He lacked the power even needed to speak louder.
"There's must be something we can do!" Dortenne said, almost shouting. “If I can't save anyone, then what is my power good for? What proves that I will be able to save myself in need?”  "Bah, then without magic! Give me a bandage... or a cloth will do it also. I could apply pressure..." she said after a moment, thinking. Erolth gave her a sad smile, and said "No... there is no need... for that. It was my.... fate...I don't want... to...run from my fate." he took a deep breath "Go on... search Weldor... he will... know the answers for your questions. Go now... I will rest in peace... if may worry about this. I helped... you... who... will help... my hometown... and my...land...".
Erolth choke blood and said "Oh...well. And at..leas...t... I...died...in... a.ffiight...tell... them....I...died.... bra...vel..ly.... tell... them... I... died... for... them." and his head fell onto the ground. His eyes were looking at Dortenne... she shivered. “I will, my mate. I will.” She looked at the deaf elf. He died like a king... with a deep, sad smile on his face, and dying with pride. She felt terribly sorry for the elf although she did not knew him much... she found Erolth to be a reliable fighter with courage and not lacking common sense... she felt terribly sorry for a fighter who died in such a useless and valueless way.
"More dragons of your half-human kind, Xerath" Eylin said "what now?"
"RUN!" Dortenne shouted and jumped on Xerath who was now running out of the cave.

The storm was still raging, but they had no choice. “We have to go. We cannot face ten riders with their dragons in that cave.”  Xerath and Eylin tried to fly against the wind,  but they could only slowly move this way. Suddenly rapid firebolts and poison spit flew past, missing them only with a little. Looking back they saw nine dragons with their riders.
"BATTLE!" Dortenne shouted "Xerath--"
 "I know what to do" Xerath said and shouted "Eylin, follow me!"
"You better follow me" Eylin smiled and dived. Xerath realised that this was Eylin's home, so he must have known it better than he... or than the bonded. He dived just as the blue dragon did. Suddenly they spotted a forest of twenty meter high trees.
"Those trees make a real labyrinth" Eylin said "We will be able to hide there well... just don't go too low. The ground level of it can be quite dangerous."
"Roger that" Xerath said. Suddenly rapid firebolts hit Xerath, and Dortenne could feel that they were getting weak. She hastily drew a few runes into the air, and a wall of water appeared among them and the Order's fighters.
"It only needs a good fantasy" Dortenne laughed, and Xerath smiled, but the smile disappeared from his face when lighting bolts began to strike from the sky. They dived towards the forest, just as Eylin did. Suddenly firebolts began to fly at them again. Dortenne let out a faint curse... and suddenly a lightning bolt passed them. “They are getting to be more and more annoyed! They fear they loose us!” Suddenly a lightning bolt hit Eylin, followed by a dozen or more firebolt. The dragon roared and fell down as a rock, falling down among the trees.
"NO!" Xerath shouted, and started to dive faster.
"Xerath, stop! He is on the ground now, and we must not go there!" Dortenne shouted "Xerath, do you hear me?!"
The dragon did not hear her. He only saw his mate falling down but maybe still alive, so he wanted to save him. He remembered that he once failed... there he lost Morghus who could have been a big aid of him. Now he saw Eylin being hit bad. He decided not to loose him. They soon passed the top of the trees, and were now flying in a jungle. Looking back Dortenne could see that the fighters of the Order now stopped pursuing them. But Xerath did not slow down, he rather started to fly faster.
"XERATH!" Dortenne shouted "STOP!"
The dragon did not even slow down. He was flying at insane speed downwards, and looking up Dortenne could see that the top of the trees were now far from them. She let out some faint curses, but suddenly Xerath stopped. They have landed on the ground.

"You are mad!" she said to Xerath.
"I won't let another friend of mine die before my eyes!" Xerath said on a stiff voice, and this made Dortenne think a bit. “Tokein. Morghus. Erolth. And now maybe Eylin. All who I met and all who put their faith in me. They are now dead... and here I have the chance of saving one of them... and I hesitate! No, assassin. Rule number 9. Always aid your helps in need since they will might be able to help you later.”
"Do you know anything where he could be?" she asked her dragon.
"No" Xerath shook his head. “All we can do is running around and maybe finding him. Great.”
"Then let's go around" she said sadly, and Xerath started to walk.

They were walking for an hour at least. The storm overhead was weakening, and soon stopped. They were just about to give up their hopes finding Eylin, when suddenly they heard "Help!". The voice was weak but they knew who's it was. They ran in the direction - and suddenly found three dragons that were just about to slash the badly bleeding Eylin into pieces. But seeing Xerath and Dortenne they jumped at their new prey.

Xerath did not loose his head. He let out a long beam of flame, which blinded the first dragon, which felt on the ground. The second one bit Xerath's left wing, but Xerath bit his neck and blood started pour among the creature's teeth. Dortenne drew runes into the air, and her sword turned into a big bow. She drew more runes, and a few gold coins in her pocket turned into arrows. She tried not to think of the pain which she felt as Xerath was hit, and aimed at the third dragon who was flying towards them. She let out on arrow, and it flew into the creature's open mouth, which suddenly stopped and roared in agony, then started to breathe flames in various directions. The gold one biting Xerath's wing has now totally run out of endurance, and fell onto the ground. Xerath spitted out some blood and some golden skin.
"Pheh" he said "I hate eating my kind..."
"Tastes bad?" Dortenne asked with some sarcasm, but she only got an angry look as an answer.
"I told you not to come after me!" Eylin said "LEAVE! while you can..."
"We did not come here to know that we left you here alive!" Xerath shouted and fired flamebolts at the red dragon which were breathing fire around. The dragon collapsed with a long roar after a dozen hits, but he managed to put the forest surrounding on fire. Xerath walked to Eylin who was lying on the ground, and said "Get off from me now, Dortenne."
Dortenne jumped off from the dragon, and started to walk at their last remaining opponent, the green dragon who was still on the ground, still not seeing anything. Suddenly it started to sing on a terribly loud voice, and Dortenne raised her bow to kill the reptile. Seeing this Xerath shouted "Hey, what are you doing?! Try stopping the song first!"
Dortenne realised that Xerath was right, but she was in no mood to spare a life of his enemy. Erolth's voice could  still be heard in her mind... she admitted that Xerath was right for saving a life, but she wanted to take revenge. Seeing Dortenne hesitating Xerath realised what she was still thinking off, and decided to make the job himself.
"Hold on for a moment" he said to Eylin who nodded. Xerath walked to the green dragon, and murmured something while looking at Dortenne. Then he began to drew runes into the air, and suddenly the green dragon stopped to sing, and began to groan. Dortenne was astonished to see Xerath doing this.
"You know how to use magic?" she asked.
"I gave him the knowledge" Eylin replied "but would one of you two now help me as well?"
Dortenne smiled slightly... they came to rescue Eylin and now forgot about him. She drew runes, and soon Eylin was almost completely healed... Dortenne wandered why didn't the spell work with maximum effect.
"I feel almost perfect again" Eylin said while standing up "ahh, I wish you had not ran out from your power before finishing the healing, but I am all right now."
“Huh... I ran out of power? So a mage's magical capacity is limited. Nice to know...”
The green dragon stopped groaning and said "I suppose you want to kill me now, don't you?"
"We do not want to kill you..." Eylin replied.
"Pairl" the green dragon said "my name is Pairl."
"You know Pairl, if we wanted to kill you than you would be already talking with your ancestors above there" Dortenne said "but we would be really pleased if you could help us."
"Help you?" Pairl looked at her "If you trust a silly dragon enough to rely on me, than I will."
"You are not silly." Eylin shook his head "Something is just playing with us."
"Something?" Pairl asked "You mean... this song which I can now hear again?"
Hearing this Dortenne pulled back the arrow into her bow, now being ready to fire it again. Eylin began to draw runes again, and soon was Pairl also protected from the harmful melody.
"Ahh, I must thank you" Pairl said "I owe you a debt for saving me and for giving me mercy."
"It would be pointless to kill you" Xerath said and looked at Dortenne who lowered the bow in her hands.
"I wonder why did you say this place is so dangerous..." Dortenne said to Eylin when she looked around and added "Okay, it is dark for sure. But what danger is here besides the foe dragons?"
"I don't know. I heard that I better avoid this place..." Eylin said.
"Hey, I just saw something moving... we better fly out from here..." Pairl said while looking nervously around and sniffing loudly.
"Calm down..." Dortenne laughed while mounting Xerath "only a woman and a few reptiles are here."
"But there are more reptiles than they should be" Eylin shouted "FLY!"
Dortenne suddenly saw why did both Eylin and Pairl became anxious to go, as she saw at least ten meter long snakes coming towards them. The three dragons took off at the top of their speed, and Dortenne had no doubt how painful and a dragon can have if being caught by one of those snakes.
"Come Xerath, faster!" Pairl shouted while he looked back "snakes can crouch on trees really fast here!"
"I know, I know!" Xerath replied and tried to fly faster, but Dortenne could feel that his bitten wing slowed him down.
"Oh, by the way, did my mates die in a short and painless way?" Pairl asked on a low voice when they were near to reaching the tops of the trees and to leave the forest.
"I have seen the fight... they could have ended in a much worse way if--" Eylin wanted to say when they suddenly loud and painful roars beneath them.
"If they have met those snakes" Xerath said "it seems that more dragons came after us... and they ran into them. Hard to admit but it seems that this time we can thank the snakes... they will keep our enemies busy for a while."
Pairl and Eylin looked back into the forest, and they clearly hear as their kin were killed or forced to flee.
"Whoever made this song will pay with his life for his deed!" Eylin said with fury and anger.
Pairl did not say anything but kept looking back at the tall trees... and Dortenne kept looking at the Xerath, but she could only see Erolth and Tokien. The ones who stood aside her and now were dead. She wondered when will she follow them... or when will the one whom was responsible for this follow them.

13.   A great mage

"I cannot fly much more!" Xerath said "my wing is hurt..."
"Should you have said it before, I could have healed you" Eylin said "but you must hold on now."
Dortenne could feel that Xerath was hit, but she knew that she did not have any power left now to heal with. Xerath murmured something and kept flying on.
"Ahh, the Greenfield" Eylin said with a smile after a hour of flying "a heaven to my eyes."
Dortenne admitted that the dragon was right. Greenfield was truly like its name: it seemed to be an endless green field with high grass and a few little trees. Dortenne felt in the same way as Eylin did... she wondered when she had seen such a thriving sight. “Not since that wicked dragonrider Zaul caught me... ahh, I am sorry Xerath, it is nothing personal but I don't think I will be able to make it with you for too long. This lifestyle... it drives me mad. I was supposed to fight and to disappear then, not to fight without end!”  But she realised that she sold Xerath's soul, and due this was unlikely that she will be ever able to leave the dragon... but she did not really wanted to keep living this way. It was setting her on an edge.
"I thought I will never see such a beauty in my life again" Xerath said and laughed faintly. Dortenne realised that not just she had enough of running and fighting.
"How can we find Weldor?" Dortenne asked and Pairl said "It is not easy as I heard."
"Not indeed" Eylin nodded "but I don't think you will have many troubles while I am around."
Dortenne nodded and hoped so.

They landed. Xerath was healed by Eylin, and they started to search for Weldor. Dortenne looked around but could not see anything... suddenly Eylin shouted "Show yourself! Weldor, great mage, show yourself!"
Dortenne expected something... different. She thought she will see a spell or something like that... not shouting
>c'me here<...
"Is this all we have to do?" Xerath asked. Dortenne realised that not only she awaited something more exciting.
"Weldor knows me" Eylin said "I have seen him once before."
All of Dortenne, Xerath and Pairl stared at the blue dragon that said "Don't embarrass me... I just know a few interesting people around."
"What could you tell us about Weldor?" Dortenne asked. She wanted to know something about the mage who they were about to visit.
"He is a lonely but friendly mage possessing great powers." Eylin said "I don't know many things about him though I once came here and asked for his help... he keeps many things of him in secret, but I let this up to him as long as he keeps this behaviour of him."
Dortenne would have asked more things but suddenly a big building came up from the ground just a few steps far from them. Eylin walked to the building and opened the big iron doors saying "This way."

The building inside was obviously was on old one as Dortenne could see, since everything was covered with thick dust.
"Hmm, it was in a better condition when I was here last time" Eylin murmured.
"Perhaps we better go out" Pairl said "I am beginning to shiver... this place... I have a bad feeling."
"Not only you" Xerath said and suddenly the big iron doors locked and the chandeliers and torches began to burn, lightening the place.
"I had seen enough!" Dortenne shouted "Xerath, get me out of here!"
"Tell me how to open those doors and I will go out with you" Xerath replied and Dortenne realised that they were trapped.
"Weldor, it is me! Don't play with us!" Eylin shouted, and suddenly a door opened before them. But they could see nothing expect two red eyes.

"He does not seem to be human" Dortenne whispered.
"He seems to be... a... dragon..?" Xerath murmured and suddenly a draconic voice said "You trespassed into our territory. For this you will pay with your life!" and a dragon jumped out form the shade. He ran at Eylin, who slashed with his talons at his attacker's face. This strike confused the foe dragon a bit, and it stopped, allowing Dortenne and Xerath to identify their attacker. Suddenly Xerath screamed and jumped back, while Dortenne collapsed. The dragon was Morghus.

The act of Xerath and Dortenne really confused Eylin and Pairl... but Morghus was confident what to do. He jumped at Pairl as he saw that Eylin was too strong for him. Pairl was looking at Xerath, and he only noticed Morghus flying at him too late... Morghus placed his arm on Pairl neck and said "No move or he will die."

"Morghus...!" Dortenne said "What are you doing?! and... how can you be here? I thought that-"
"Shut up, human worm" the black dragon said "Or your mate will die!" and he scratched Pairl's neck.
"Calm down, Morghus" Xerath said when he recovered enough to be able to speak "would you really like to hurt him?"
Instead of answering Morghus let out an insane laughter, and slashed Pairl's neck. The green dragon collapsed without a sound. Dortenne's mind was covered with rage and bloodlust. She suddenly lost control over herself.
"I don't know if you are what you look to be or not" she said "but I don't care with it anymore.". She drew a rune into the air, and a torch behind Morghus turned into a sharp spear. The black dragon laughed and said "Fool! I can see that you are not powerful enough to do this!". Dortenne knew he was right.  She had no energy left to move the spear. Xerath started to play with his tail, acting like drawing shapes... and suddenly the spear began to levitate behind Morghus. The black dragon did not notice the spear and kept laughing... Dortenne looked at the badly bleeding and gasping Pairl and whispered "Hurry up, Xerath! We are running out of time!". Instead of answering, Xerath moved the spear, which started to fly at incredible speed, finally colliding into Morghus. The dragon roared in pain and took off. The big iron doors opened before him as he flew away. Dortenne did not wanted to chase him. She walked to Pairl, and looked at the weary body of the dragon. “Why? Morghus... why? Why did you return? and how? Why did you do this? Where is Tokien? Why was he away? What is he doing? Where is Weldor then? And what is this?)” She had no answers. Eylin began to heal Pairl, who became more or less healthy after a minute.
"I have exhausted all the power I had" the blue dragon said "It is now only Xerath who can cast spells among us."
"Did you knew this dragon?" Pairl asked.
"I do know him" Xerath nodded with a sad face "he was Morghus... the dragon who I saw dying when the Crystal Sea returned."
"Ahh, your once friend" Eylin nodded "he acted strangely."
"This could not have been him!" Dortenne shouted "But whoever it was, it was also not Weldor for sure. We better get back to Quigal to inform the others and to ask for further help."
"Sensible idea" Eylin replied when suddenly a voice said "It can wait."

"Weldor!" Eylin shouted "where are you?"
"I am invisible for your eyes. Eylin, what do you want from me again?" the voice asked.
"Who was this dragon?" Xerath asked.
"I don't know him" Weldor replied "but he attacked me. I forced him to flee - directly into you. I am sorry for this."
"Makes no matter since I am still alive" Pairl said.
"What should we do now?" Dortenne asked "Please, help us!"
"You better hurry."
"Hurry to do what?" Dortenne asked.
"To get back to the elves. The dragons influenced by the song began to make a crusade upon the elves... and they begin with the city of Quigal. They will give no mercy I think...." Weldor said on a low voice.
"We must stop them!" Dortenne shouted.
"And we must warn the elves as well" Eylin added "warn them to kill my kind before it will be too late..."
"Life is cruel. One must fall..." Weldor said "But I will help you. Here... I will recharge you with energy, and I wish you luck!" “Hah! Wish us luck...! A mage can only do such powerful acts?!”
They could feel themselves refilling with power... then Dortenne shouted "What is this song?"
"I cannot answer you since even I don't know... I am just a mage like you, madam. I am terribly sorry..." Weldor said and Dortenne nodded. She mounted Xerath and ordered "Let's go!". Suddenly Weldor said "good luck!" and they could only see a white flash.

14.   Quigal's flames

They could see Quigal in flames when they opened their eyes. Dragons attacked and burned down the town, while elves were shooting the beasts down.
"We must help them!" Dortenne said, and the three dragons took off to help the defenders. While flying towards the town Xerath said "Hah! I am beginning to feel my older glory surrounding me again! Run, you fool dragon-like reptiles, run from a true dragon's way!"
Suddenly Dortenne had no idea why Xerath said this, but when she reminded herself how Xerath acted when the trolls attacked the caravan with her, she was really pleased to see him acting like this.

It seemed that they will not have an easy job. The elves did not recognise them, but the dragons did, and so they were fired both form above and under. Eylin whispered a curse and tried to tell the elves telepathically that they are no foes... the fire coming from under stopped.  Suddenly they saw the dragons retreating. They arrived here when the fight was over.
"The elves won already!" Pairl said.
"Maybe. Or maybe this is only a trick" Eylin said.
"Let's see Menphis" Dortenne replied "if someone than he can surely tell us what was happening here lately."

Menphis did not seemed to be totally fit. The black armour seemed to be burnt many places, and the elf's fair hair was also black at some places.
"They appeared when we expected them the least" he said "they burnt nearly the whole town... but as you can see, we have defeated them."
Suddenly Xerath looked up and said "Not you. Them!"
There was a huge air battle going on above, between mounted dragons and wild ones.
"The Order of the Flame tries really hard" Xerath said sadly.
"Not only they do" a voice said and they saw Eter coming in "almost fifty dragon was spotted coming towards here."
Deep silence fell on them.
"Fif...fif...fif...fifty...dragons...?" Menphis asked "Erien arf!"
"And I bet that they are not too friendly" the dwarf added.
"Tell all my people to leave immediately!" the elf shouted "Tell them to form caravans and to leave this place!"
"Why don't you do this?" Pairl asked.
"I stay here and defend my city" the elf said while he took his bow up from the ground.
"You would face fifty dragons?" Xerath asked on a doubting voice.
"If I leave this place unguarded, the dragons will begin to chase my fleeing people" the elf said "someone must stay here... someone must keep them off for a while...!"
"But this is certain death!" Eylin said "Wake up, elf!--"
"I know what it means, dragon!" Menphis said angrily "But I also know what is at stake! I will not leave my people die just because of my cowardliness! I will face the threat which harms us - even if I have to die because of this." he said and added "Through ones' sacrifices can a race improve - and I am ready to make the greatest sacrifice I can. Although I make sure my death here, I save many of my kind... now leave. All of you. All of us have important things to do - me here, you otherwise. May the Spirit of the Light guide you."
Dortenne looked at the elf... she knew that Menphis was right, but she did not wanted to leave him here. She felt sorry for him... but she knew she could not do anything to take him away. She sighed and said "Right."

They warned the whole city. They were just about to leave when suddenly a black dragon with yellow eyes ran towards them... Pairl was just about to slay him when it said "Don't harm me... please."
They regained their calmness as much as they could.
"The song.. it is harmful!" the dragon explained and Eylin nodded saying "We already know... how did you figure it out?"
"I just realised it minutes ago" the dragon said on a low voice.
"You are must be especially strong then if you made it on your own" Dortenne said "congratulations."
"I was strong, but not strong enough" the dragon said and started to choke blood "my... mates. They wounded me badly... now here I am, being...killed...by my own kind. But... I know where the song comes from... please, swear to me before I die... swear that you will... search the song’s source... and destroy it!"
All of them were astonished to hear this. Xerath said "We swear. Where is that?"
"I noticed...that...the song can be more clearly heard when I flew nearer to the Bone Plains... " the dragon choked "go there... and find this, whatever it is... stop it... or our kind, my mates... otherwise, our kind is doomed." and he flew away. “I can understand him. He wants to die alone... or he wants to die in battle.”
"HEY! COME BACK YOU FOOL!" Xerath shouted, and when he realised that the dragon does not hear him now he added "the fool. We could have healed him."
"You are quite too late with that, don't you think?" Dortenne asked.
"So not only elves will die defending this city." Eylin said with deep sadness in his voice.
"No time to cry for them" Dortenne said "if you hurry, less of them will die."
Eylin nodded and said "We have no time to loose."
They took off, and soon they left the beautiful and deadly play of colours behind themselves. The Order's fighters and the dragons were too busy with each other to chase them... Dortenne took a last sight of the elf city, and nearly started to cry... her sad list of lost allies were now supplied with another name: Menphis. “Why? Why does all that help me end this way...?”

15.   End of the song

The way to the Bone Fields took almost a day. They did not feel tired though... they were lead by the thought of saving this region... of saving its inhabitants. Suddenly Dortenne could see black hills and valleys in front of her.
"The Bone Plains" Eylin said "it is not plain, rather mountain-like... long ago it was plain, but many years ago a volcano erupted and killed many, turning the plain into a mountain. The Bone Plain word reminds us the victims of this tragedy... the bones of the dead lay scattered here all around."
"There are not enough bones around here" Pairl shouted "whoever you sings the song, now will I make become silent forever!"
"Calm down, my dragon kin" Eylin said "how do you suppose defeating rage and hate with fury and anger?!"
Plair looked at him astonished and said "How can we win then? How can you destroy the destruction itself?!"
Eylin did not answer, just stared down. Then he murmured "There's have to be a way."
"Perhaps we could try to free the younger dragons and fight with them..." Dortenne wandered aloud.
"There are no younger dragons here" Xerath said "and this was a thing I always wanted to ask of you, Eylin. How can it be that you weren't born but you live here?"
"I don't know what you want to say, but I was born... and I have seen many others being born as well" Eylin said.
"I was talking with the elves of this topic" Xerath replied "they tried to lower the number of dragons with killing or kidnapping the eggs or the hatchlings... but they did not find any! They found only empty caves. No clutches, no dragons... no signs of life. Just the caves. Even if dragons ever lived there, they must have fled long ago. It seems that you only... appear here."
Dortenne was shocked, but so were Pairl and Eylin.
"We...only...appear??" Pairl asked slowly... he could hardly say a word "But...I can remember..."
"How old are you?" Xerath asked Eylin.
"I am around two hundred" the blue dragon replied.
"And when did you learn to use magic?" Xerath asked again, and Eylin said "When I was really young."
"Then I only wonder how old our dear Kairen is" Xerath said "I wondered why did he look to be so young... he has to be hundred years old then... dwarves live for a long time but not for about a hundred years as I guessed. Perhaps he too only appeared here..."
They fell into deep silence.
"What do you want to say with this?" Pairl asked on a worrying voice and he thought "Who is Kairen then?".
"I only want to say that not only the song is wrong here! Everything is wrong here!" Xerath shouted "Your whole world... your whole land... it is under the reign of something much bigger which has exact plans with you! This all damn war and life of you is nothing more than a play in which you are only actors!"
Noone replied, but all of them realised that Xerath was right.
"What are we looking for anyway?" Dortenne asked.
"I don't know" Eylin said while looking around "Perhaps for a building or for something unnatural."
“What is unnatural here? Dead dragons attacking us and forever living dwarves teaching unborn dragons is natural?!”
They flew deeper into the Bone Plains when suddenly they could hear the song as clearly as never before... the song almost shouted in their minds. “Even I can hear it now! But... how?”
"We must be getting closer!" Xerath shouted.
"Try to resist the song!" Eylin said "Think of what can come after it has taken you!"
"For all my kind who died because of you!" Pairl whispered full with rage and hate, and he started to dive where he thought the source to be... not having any better ideas, the others followed him. They landed and looked around... but they could see nothing unusual. Eylin shook his head and cast a spell. He looked around again, but Dortenne could see that the dragon's eyes were full of small runes.
"Hah! A trap door" Eylin said "follow me." and he kicked the ground which collapsed, opening a tunnel down.
"The one who sings must be down there." Xerath murmured, and Pairl ran down, followed by the others.
They went into a dark room. They could see nothing... Dortenne turned her sword into a torch, and she heard the song loud when she lit it. She could hardly believe it... it wasn't like thoughts coming into her mind. It was rather like... a real song which was created by a mouth.
"High skies...!" Xerath said "There...!"
They could see a large black dragon with golden stripes chained to the wall, singing loudly.

"What the hell is this?" Dortenne asked. She was astonished... she did not expect this.
"It seems that she is under her own influence" Eylin said surprised "stand back!"
Pairl, Xerath and Dortenne took a few steps back, and Eylin began to draw runes again. The rune he drew began to multiply, and soon the whole room was full with it. Eylin concentrated, trying to keep his spell working, and the runes began to surround everyone in the room, even the black dragon. Suddenly the runes fit them close, and faded on their skin. The black dragon fell silent, and looked around with widened eyes. Then she sighed and said "I...I thank you for my returned freedom. Please, brake my chains, and I will help you in all what I can.". Eylin and Pairl broke the chains hastily, and the black dragon stood up.
"Ahh, freedom again! I never believed I will feel this again." she said.
"Who are you?" Xerath asked and Pairl shouted angrily "Why did you make that song?!"
"I am Aeris, the one of the few grandmasters of the two pearl magic’s" the black dragon said "and I did that spell which you called 'song' to save my race."
"You did only a huge mistake! You ruined everything... you-" Pairl said but the black dragon rose her hand to show that she heard enough.
"I know. But believe me... my aim was to save my kind. Long ago, we were approached by mounted dragons, serving an alliance so called 'the Order of the Flame'. They brought their peace here, offering us the opportunity to join them. We did not refuse them... how could we? We waited those moments for so long...! But not all of us. Many dragons feared of the humans, they feared the loss of their freedom. We could not end the arguing, but it soon turned into a bloody war between dragons... our civil war started. And it seemed that even the last two dragons will kill each other... me and my conjuring mates stood astonished to see what our own kind did. We wanted to stop this... and we decided to do everything to stop this inner war. We saw that the Order also tried to help but failed... we knew what the problem was, so we decided to tranquillise our kind a little"
"With this song" Dortenne nodded "so the song was originally made to make peace among your warring kind."
"So this is why it was so charming!" Xerath said, and Eylin nodded.
"But it did not work as I expected. I cast the spell, but I lost control over it... what have I done?" Aeris asked.
"You drove the dragons into raging madness. You united them, but at the cost of turning them into mindless and bloodthirsty creatures." Pairl said not lacking hate.
"I did... what?" Aeris asked and a few tears came out from her eyes "No... I... no. I could not make such a deed... no. no. I cannot... skies! What have I done?!"
"You have done what you wanted to do! Now enjoy your work!" a voice said, and looking there they saw Tokien, Morghus and Kairen. Kairen said "Now get back singing!"

"Never!" Aeris shook her head "No way!"
"Then die!" Kairen shouted and cast a spell. Suddenly the ceiling above Aeris turned into many spikes which fall on the dragon, slicing it.
"NO!" Xerath shouted and fired magma shots at their enemies. Tokien and Morghus jumped aside, but Kairen stood still. The magmas' blows pushed him back almost with meters.
"Help me!" Eylin said while he was pulling out the spikes from Aeris. The black dragon opened her eyes and said "Bother yourself... not, Eylin. I have... done a great... sin. I only... pay for it... now."
"You have done what you had to do!" Eylin shouted "I will not leave another fighter fighting for the good die before my eyes!"
"Yes... I...tried what... I had... to...do..." Aeris said "but...I failed. Now... it is...your turn. I will not die though...."
and suddenly Eylin felt like as if an electric shock hit his head well. He took a few steps back, and could not even scream... he felt as if his head was about to blow up. Suddenly he heard Aeris saying "Fear not. During my life, I have finished a spell which I could never test... but I now see that it works. I have simply transported all my mind into yours... all my memories, my feelings, my knowledge... all what I knew about myself and about this world... it is all yours now, Eylin. I do not want you to make the same mistake what I did. Learn from my life and try to undo the horrible mistake what I have done!". Eylin smiled. He did not expect this, but he now at least began to understand a few things. Suddenly Morghus jumped at him, while Tokien fired arrows at Xerath. Dortenne hesitated for a moment... she did not knew if she really wanted to fight with Tokien, but after feeling the sharp pain what the arrows caused to Xerath, she decided. She drew her sword and jumped at Tokien. The warrior was astonished to see that Dortenne could harm him. He could even not evade the blade which struck his chest through. Tokien gave Dortenne a surprised and disbelieving look, then collapsed lifelessly. In this moment Morghus roared in pain, and also fell onto the ground. Pairl looked at the two dead fighters and said "Wow! One shot, two kill... Dortenne, you really know the way it works."
"It is not me, you fool" Dortenne said "they were bonded."
"Bonded?" Pairl asked "I did not see anything between them..."
"It is a MAGICAL link, you silly lizard" Dortenne sighed, and Pairl said "That makes no matter... I did not see anything between them."
“I wonder if I will ever be able to make him understand this... hah, and I thought that Ater was a fool...!”
"Dortenne, do you know where Xerath is?" Eylin asked, and suddenly Dortenne realised that she has not seen Xerath since Aeris was killed. Having no other thoughts to do, she wanted to ran up to the ground, but suddenly the green dragon appeared with Kairen in his mouth. He spit the dead body out and said "He ran away... unfortunately for him, I was faster. And we did not want our enemies to run away, do we?"
Both Dortenne and Eylin were shocked to see the dwarf like this. Eylin said "I can't believe he turned against us... why?"
"Perhaps he was influenced by the same power which corrupted my spell" suddenly all of them heard Aeris.
"What?! You? But... how?" Pairl asked while looking at the lifeless body of the black dragon.
"In this moment, I am the same as Eylin... hurry up, fighters. Whatever is going on, you must stop it. I can remember Kairen, he was always kind and helpful... he could not became evil by his own will. The thing which controlled the dragons must have controlled him also." Aeris explained.
"How are you able telling us this?" Dortenne asked, and suddenly they heard the singing again... but this time they had the feeling they don't have to fear of it. And listening to it after a while they got assured that this song is now harmless. "This way" Aeris said "only you can hear me now though."
"And what now? An idea? You are the eldest of all of us." Xerath said.
"I think we better go back to Quigal. Something tells me that something important is there." they could hear Aeris.
"That's a day-time flight!" Pairl cried, and suddenly they saw only a flash, and then the smoking ruins which was once Quigal. "It is a simple teleport spell..." Aeris said "Whata-- what is this? Is this the right place?"
"It is" Eylin answered "the dragons have overrun the defences of the city and burned it to the ground."
"All because of me!" Aeris said, and they could hear that she was crying "I can't believe what I have done... even the most terrible evil would envy such destruction which I caused...!"
"Not you are the evil here" Dortenne said on a cold voice "but the one who corrupted the spell and drives many living creatures into madness here."
"Perhaps we will find him soon." Xerath added "I guess we are ruining his plans with our deeds."
Their enemy answered. The sky darkened and wind started to blow as a storm was about to begin.
"Good timing... these storms have to be unnatural!" Xerath said, and everyone nodded.
"Seems that we are running out of time." Eylin said "We better hurry up."
They took off and headed towards the ruined elf city.

"From ashes to ashes" Xerath said while looking around in the burned city "this is how it goes here."
"Just keep joking with our problems" Pairl replied "and I will make a snack out of you!"
"Calm down" Xerath said with a faint smile.
"You are looking for us I guess." they heard a very familiar voice, and looking back they saw Morghus, Tokien and Kairen and a mage with golden cloak.
"WELDOR....!" Eylin shouted.
"Yes, I am. You are truly a fool, Eylin. You could have ruled this land with your kind, but you chose to fight against me... this decision will be your doom." the mage said with a faint laughter. Suddenly Aeris appeared, but only as a ghost since she was transparent and she said "Let me guess. You were the one who disrupted my spell and turned it against us!"
"You are more wise then your blue mate" Weldor nodded "you are right. I sensed your spell and twisted it a bit... turning the dragons under my control."
"You did it on purpose!" Eylin shouted, almost crying "And we believed in you! You were the wise one, you were our help...!"
"I was indeed. But I found the greatest power which a living being can possess, and I changed my aim. Why would I help or negotiate with the thing which I can rule... which I can destroy? I want now to rule the world" Weldor said with an evil grin "and you were the first step for this. Ruling the dragons here will I gain more and more sight and possession for the Order of the Flame, and soon I will turn them under my control - and with them will I have all dragons also. And when having a race totally under my control, noone will be able to face me!"
"You are a fool chasing power and getting nothing" Dortenne said with hate.
"No. See Morghus and Tokien? They died now twice. But they are still alive..." and Weldor laughed.
"You are... a... necromancer....!" Aeris said "You became a necromancer!"
"Yes, my dear ghost. I always wandered how anyone was unable to see this, but I do not really care with this now. I was never the little wizard who you wanted me to be. I never accepted anyone above me... now, finding the powers I needed, I will conquer the world!" Weldor said "Using cover of the storms generated by my spell, I slowly turned your spell into my own mind-affecting spell... of course, no plans are perfect. Some dragons could slowly manage to free themselves from me... go and see them at the Crystal Sea. Or see what remained of them."
“This was the reason for that desert! He destroyed them with the whole place...!” And Dortenne began to wonder how she could face such a power which can destroy whole places. “I have no other ways though”
"You are dead. All of you." Weldor added and laughed again.
"No, we will kill you right here!" Pairl said, and Weldor laughed saying "HAH! The Order's warriors are on their way here, looking for the ones who killed many dragons here! And my dragons are also coming here, seeking you."
“He ordered his dragons to tell the Order to attack us. A good move...”
"Ready?" Xerath whispered to Dortenne. She knew that they have to move before the dragonriders or the dragon would arrive.
"I am. Let's go!" she said, and jumped at the enemy mage.

16.   Fight, win and prevail

She stuck with her sword at the mage's neck, but her strike was defended by an unseen aura. During this Kairen began to fight with Eylin, and Morghus and Tokien battled with Xerath and Pairl. She knew that noone can help her now... she has to defeat Weldor. She struck again, and got defended by the aura again. Weldor laughed saying "You are no match for me!". She got an idea. She drew a rune into the air, and suddenly Weldor's cloak began to melt. The mage screamed as the cloak began to burn his skin, and Dortenne could feel the aura surrounding him weakening. She tried to attack again, and this time succeed. She managed to hit the necromancer's shoulder. Weldor realised that Dortenne could match him, so he hastily moved. He turned back his melting cloak into its normal state, and suddenly a huge sword appeared in his hand. Dortenne was shocked to see this... he realised that the mage turned the air surrounding his hands into a weapon. “He is a much powerful and experienced spellcaster than me... I have to find something fast...”. She could hardly defend Weldor's blade's strike. She jumped back, and looked at her opponent. Weldor laughed again, and stood still. Dortenne wondered why... and suddenly she heard some kind of song again. But she could recognise that it was not Aeris' song. It caused her pain, and she could not resist it... she could feel is it drew her power, and she crouched down is she ran out of power even to stand.
"Ha!" Weldor laughed triumphantly "I think you spent some time wondering how your bonded friend became my servant. I think you always thought that the dragon was captured."
Dortenne gave the necromancer a dark look. She did not say anything. “I did. And?”
"You were wrong then" the necromancer made a toothy grin "I did not do anything with Morghus. Tokien did. I could not do anything with a bonded dragon, but I could make a good trick with its rider... and through the bond with the dragon also! Kairen made a good job trying to control Tokien's mind."
“My god...! When he realised that he cannot capture Morghus, he tried Tokien... even if Morghus seemed to be mad, Tokien lost his mind first! But... that must be happening to me too now... oh no!”
She suddenly realised what happened. She was on halfway to become the thing what Tokien now was.
"I will never serve you, you fool!" she shouted "Xerath!"
The green dragon looked at Dortenne, and realised what was happening. He tried to attack Weldor, but even he could not harm him seriously. He landed near Dortenne and said "I guess it is over. We lost."
"It is" Dortenne said and added with a sad face "I am sorry for this, Xerath... but I don't want us become a mindless puppet. Sorry." and she hastily threw her sword into her dragon's neck. Xerath gave her a dummy face, not understanding her deed, and he collapsed. Dortenne could feel the damage she caused and was also about to loose consciousness when she said to Weldor "You will not rule us."
"You forgot one thing. All I have to do is to revive you. You will serve me soon...!" and he laughed. Dortenne realised that she could not do anything, and the world turned black around her.

She opened her eyes. She could feel a sharp pain in her neck, but she was all right. She looked around... she was tied with a rope, and so was Xerath, Eylin and Pairl. Kairen, Morghus, Tokien and Weldor looked at them, and suddenly she saw Erolth and Menphis coming towards them. The two elves bowed to the necromancer and said "The area is clear and secure."
“They were resurrected... they now serve him.”
"What did you expect to happen?" Weldor asked "The dragons living here were resurrected by me many times... didn't you notice that no dragons were born here lately? They did not care with such things... since they were revived if they died. And being resurrected by me so many times causes them to serve me loyally... even if you have stopped the song. And now this happening to these elves too."
"Why didn't you kill us?" Eylin asked "Why did you heal us back to life?"
"Because I want you to see how your world turns into ruins and turns into my control" Weldor laughed. Dortenne looked around hopelessly... “I imagined a different end.”
Suddenly the ground began to shake, and they could see a giant coming.
"Ahh, Erolth's giant" Weldor said "well, my dears, your executor is here! Too bad that he has to wait for a while."
"Why don't do it now?" Pairl asked. The giant stopped only a step far from them. Weldor let out a laughter, and giant rose his hand.
"Stop, you idiot! Not now!" the necromancer shouted, but the giant did not hear him. His mind rejected to hear the necromancer's voice.

17.    A little failure

The giant struck down. Pairl shouted and Dortenne closed her left eye... she wanted to face her death. The hand of the enormous beast went on... and hit the necromancer. The mage fell down onto the ground... his spell could hardly save him. But the giant did not care with the spell, and struck down again, killing Weldor. Then the beast took the corpse and threw it away.

The caster was dead, the spell was now broken. Morghus, Tokien and all the others who were used by Weldor were now recovering the own mind. Dortenne could hardly speak... then she said "I thank you my friend for-"
"You no friend" the giant shook his head "you used us. You flee from mounted reptiles... you bring another war here. But I must help you. Weldor was more evil than you... he must die. But you are no better. I killed him for the revenge of my master... but we no friends. I want now peace, I want now rest. I want to see you or anyone else not."
Ending his words the giant turned away, and left with large steps.
"Well, at least he helped us." Dortenne said.
"It seems that here they are a bit more intelligent than in my homeland" Xerath said "but this was still a bit too much for my liking... but yes, at least we made it alive."
"Well, even a necromancer's plans have failures... seems that his spell did not work on the giants." Eylin said.
"Dortenne?" Tokien asked "Are you alright?"
"ME?" Dortenne asked back "Are you alright?"
"I guess so" Tokien nodded "but I feel like shattered."
During this conversation Morghus cut their ropes and said "I hope I did not caused much trouble."
"Ahh, what do you think!" Pairl shouted "You simply cut my neck, you--"
"Calm down" Eylin said "before I will do the same again.". Pairl gave him a dark look.
"Whata...? I am breathing again...!" they heard Menphis.
"You were resurrected" Kairen said while he held his face in his hands "but I feel like stumbled into the ground well. I think I was used by this foul necromancer... for years now."
"But why did you help me then?" Dortenne asked, and suddenly another Kairen appeared.
"It was me" the second Kairen said, and suddenly changed back into Eter, who added "I have seen the potential in you, and I had fears about the things going on above my people... so I decided to teach you a bit. I knew that I will help you, but I did not wanted you to know that even my first mage was missing. Sorry, but I had to make this trick to keep your faith and to make you go up with the skill needed to survive."
"You astound me" Dortenne shook her head while smiling.
"I am not the Elder for nothing" the dwarf smiled.
"Good to know" Xerath added with a toothy grin.
"Will now things become normal again?" Erolth asked and suddenly Aeris appeared as a ghost again saying "I fear so."
"Who are you?" Erolth asked "And why do you fear it?"
Suddenly he got the answer. The dragons that Weldor ordered here arrived, and started to battle with each other.
"They did not learn anything" Aeris sighed "the war will go on among them."
Dortenne smiled, but seeing the dragons above her suddenly made her have a really annoying thought.
"Xerath! We have no time to celebrate here! The Order's forces must be near here!!" she shouted while mounting her dragon, and Xerath replied "I almost forgot them. Well, see you soon my dears!" and he took off.
Looking down they saw Morghus taking off with Tokien while everyone was waving, and heard Eylin "I wish you good luck, my friends. Come back one day and see our glorious land rebuilt!"
They flew for a minute and looked back to see a dozen dragons arriving, and they had no doubt that the Order's bonded arrived a little after they left.

"Hey, aren't they the two renegades?" a young bonded fighter asked. Menphis looked at the two fading silhouettes on the blue sky and said "No... I think they are only two dragons returning to their home. Care with them not... we have many things to do here already."

Prologue

"And now what? We don't have anywhere to go..." Xerath said.
"Well, I also don't know... but this time I won't let you decide the destination, Tokien." Dortenne added.
"Why?" Tokien asked "I know so many beautiful places..."
"You better go silent before I will stop you telling such good ideas!" Xerath shouted, and Tokien shrugged.
Dortenne looked in the far horizon... she suddenly remembered one of her dozen missions. It was on a beach...
"To the south, Xerath" she said "I think I will sunbathe a bit."
"Sunbathe??" Xerath asked while changing his heading "You mean going to a beach?"
"I am" Dortenne nodded.
"Oh no" Morghus whispered "that means swimming and eating fish..."
"Why don't we have the right to vote where do want to go?" Xerath cried.
"I agree" Tokien smiled "let's go!"
"HEY!" Morghus shouted "But I don't want to go there...!"
"That's your own problem" Tokien said with an evil grin "since I am rider I tell you where to go.". Morghus murmured something and Tokien added "And a little sunbath did not kill any dragons as I heard."
"SUNBATH?!" Morghus asked on a high toned voice "You mean... my lying in the sand for hours?!"
"Lying there and doing nothing" Dortenne wandered aloud.
"Doing nothing..." Xerath replied "that sounds good. Yes... sleeping all day... better for my liking. You got me."
Hearing Xerath agreeing Morghus murmured something again, but did not say anything aloud.
"Know how to roast a fish in an expert way?" Tokien asked "I make quite good meals, you know..."
"Yes... they are good for making me sick since I have to eat them. I rather like fishes raw then the way you cook them." Morghus said.
"Shut up, Morghus." Tokein replied with a dark look, and Xerath and Dortenne burst out in a laughter.
"You gonna' pay for this, you reptile" Tokien murmured to Morghus and the dragon replied "I cannot pay... I have no money, you know.". Only Tokien did not laugh on this joke.
"So? No more fight?" Tokien asked after the laughter has faded.
"I hope so" Dortenne nodded.
"I swear" Xerath said "no more!". But in himself Xerath added "If only I would decided if my oath will last forever..."

THE END
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